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Abstract

An open architecture real time operating system is developed for Computer Numerical Control
(CNC) machine tools. The system has two independent modules, one for general motion and
process control, and the other for process control and sensor signal processing tasks only. The
two systems can be integrated with each other, and both can be used for general real time
applications other than C N C systems as well.
Both systems are implemented on multiple digital signal processing (DSP) boards connected
to a host computer via ISA or PCI bus. All real-time processing is done on the DSP boards. The
host computer is used as an interface between multiple DSP boards. The first system, I M M ,
provides a fast data flow structure, which can accommodate user modules. Some process control
and signal processing modules have been developed on IMM, to provide an intelligent machining
subsystem.- The second system, ORTS, is a combination of a real-time DSP operating system and
an integrated host software that runs on Windows N T operating system. An open C N C system,
along with several process control modules, is implemented on ORTS, to make it a standalone
sensor-assisted C N C system, which can also be integrated with external process control and
monitoring applications. Both IMM and ORTS are configured at runtime via a scripting language.
The developed open C N C system allows local or remote software components to manipulate
C N C parameters such as feed, control parameters, and target position. The open and modular
architecture of the controller also allows individual modules, such as motion control and
interpolation algorithms, to be replaced with custom algorithms. This open approach allows easy
integration of custom process and motion control algorithms, which can either be implemented
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internally within the developed real-time DSP operating system, or externally as standalone
Windows N T applications.
The proposed system allows rapid design and reconfiguration of motion control, process
control, and signal processing applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Advances in intelligent machining, i.e., sensor-assisted process control and monitoring,
promise high performance, unmanned machining without any user intervention. Process control
algorithms such as adaptive control of cutting forces, thermal compensation of machine
deformations, and probing for part inspection increase cutting performance and the quality of the
end product, while algorithms such as tool breakage and wear monitoring, and avoidance of
machining vibrations make a cutting process self-managed. Despite the advances in process
control and monitoring algorithms, they cannot be used in present commercial machine tools
which have closed architecture computer numerical control (CNC) systems. Although some
recent research allows limited sensor-assisted machining, there has not been any attempt to
provide a reconfigurable, modular motion control and integrated sensor-assisted machining
system. The main purpose of this thesis is to provide an open, reconfigurable, portable, scaleable,
sensor-assisted C N C system for machine tools.
Figure 1.1a shows a typical machine tool integrated with a CNC, which controls the position,
velocity, and the acceleration of the machine tool. The CNC parameters can be manipulated by an
operator via a control panel. To improve the end-product quality and the cutting performance, it
is desired to monitor cutting conditions via sensors, and take corrective actions by manipulating
the machine tool operating parameters such as feed, speed, and depth of cut during machining.
1
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The sensor assisted cutting operation is called intelligent machining (Figure L i b ) . In order to
integrate intelligent machining algorithms with a C N C system, the C N C must allow some form of
electronic control over the C N C parameters.

Machine
Tool

CNC
(motion control)

Closed loop position control
Open loop process control

(a)

CNC
(motion control)

Machine
Tool

Closed loop position control
Closed loop process control

Sensors

"

Intelligent
machining
(process control)

(b)

Figure 1.1

Intelligent machining integration with an open CNC

a) Motion control only b) Intelligent machining and motion control

1.1 Open Computer Numerical Controllers
Most C N C systems have a closed architecture, where the software is tightly coupled internally and
closed to modification by end users. Recent research efforts in open C N C system design assisted
C N C manufacturers to adopt certain principles in sensor assisted macriining. For example, most of
2
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the very recent CNCs allow manipulation of machining parameters, such as feed, speed, and
several control registers. However, they do not allow the user to modify the internal structure of
the C N C modules, the interpolators, and the motion control law. Furthermore, even their
propriety software are written for a specific hardware, in a tightly coupled manner.
A typical closed commercial C N C system comes with a library of standard macliining
functions, and a position controller that is optimized for a specific machine. They usually have an
RS232 connection, but it can only be used to download or upload N C programs from external
computers. The parameters of the C N C can only be modified by a human operator using dials and
buttons on the machine. It is impossible for the end users to integrate application specific process
control and monitoring algorithms to the CNC. The human operator, in this case, acts as a slow
and error-prone process controller by manipulating dials and buttons. The built-in interpolators
and the motion control algorithms cannot be modified or replaced, since the main C N C software
is totally closed to end users. Considering that the typical life of a C N C machine tool is about
fifteen years due to its high capital cost, such a C N C design philosophy does not allow benefiting
from the new advances in control and sensor based intelligent machining algorithms.
A typical semi-open industrial C N C is the recently offered Fanuc MMC-IV controller [1],
which features an ISA bus and a PC system integrated to the proprietary Fanuc C N C bus. Other
semi-open C N C systems have similar characteristics. Custom machining process control and
monitoring algorithms developed by the end users can be implemented directly on the M M C - I V ,
which allows manipulation of machine tool operating parameters (i.e. feed, speed, fixed registers)
using simple function calls from a user program. A user application can also inspect the state of
the C N C and the machine using similar function calls. Although at undesirably low priority and
long time intervals fixed by the manufacturer, such a semi-open C N C can be used for a limited
3 '
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number of process control and monitoring algorithms. However, it still lacks the ability to use new
motion control, interpolation, and application specific algorithms, unless the

manufacturer

modifies the whole source code of their system. Furthermore, such systems are designed for a
particular machine tool configuration, and cannot quickly be reconfigured for machines with
different kinematics and physical requirements, even by the manufacturer.
Rapid advances in information technology have initiated an active research effort in designing
open C N C systems. Early work by Duffie [2] proposed a distributed machinery control system,
which separates machining tasks to individual processes running on multiple processors. Similar
work by Stute and Klemm [3] suggests a configurable C N C system that is divided into several
sub-modules running on separate processors. Each module is further divided into smaller
functions that are executed by a central control unit. Yellowley and Pottier [4] designed an open
architecture C N C system, in which each axis is assigned a separate processor. The process control
and monitoring processes and the feed drive processors are connected to each other via STD bus.
Some timing problems of open architecture controllers are investigated by Koren, et al. [5]. Koren
suggests that the frequency of any level in a hierarchical controller should not exceed its worstcase execution time. He also proposes a multi-processor distributed controller and investigates
some of the constraints of distributed controllers. Although these research efforts did not result in
an open C N C system, they opened the way for a truly open and modular C N C design. Most of
these efforts were towards distribution of tasks to various hardware modules. A true hardware
independent, modular, reconfigurable C N C software system structure has not received a similar
attention, with the exception of O S A C A project.
Notable work by Pritschow, et al. [6] suggests an open system architecture called OSACA,
which is runtime configurable via a scripting language. In OSACA, end users can define an
4
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interconnection of software modules from a module library. Hardware independence is also
considered, so that different hardware modules from different vendors can be used together. The
hardware independent architecture of OSACA will cover the functionality of numerical controls
(NC), robot controls (RC), programmable logic controls (PLC) and cell controls (CC). They
claim that the users can design controllers for five axis robot controller, eight axis cutter grinder,
or a three axis milling machine using standard functional units (FU) available in the O S A C A
library. However, modular integration of sensor assisted process control and monitoring is not
considered, and the system is mainly designed for machine tool and C N C builders who can still
close the architecture to end users. OSACA system is reported to be still under development.
Some of the research in the area is targeted towards opening the communication links
between individual machine tool computers and a scheduling computer in a shop floor. Machine
Tool Open System Advanced Intelligent Controller (MOSAIC) proposed by Wright [7, 8],
integrates computers in the shop, and the machining and sensor cells via an Ethernet network.
However, their system is targeted towards opening the manufacturing system network, and is not
applicable to C N C system design studied in this research.
The initial research on modular and open C N C systems in the author's laboratory has been
conducted by Altintas and Peng [9], who designed a hierarchical C N C system using standard, off
the shelf motion control and computer units. The system was mainly used for machining process
control, and the manipulation of internal C N C algorithms was not possible. Later, Hierarchical
Open Architecture Multiprocessor C N C (HOAM-CNC) system developed by Newell [10, 11] in
the laboratory, addressed some of the problems of closed C N C systems. H O A M - C N C is a
combination of a non-preemptive soft real-time operating system that runs on a DSP board, and a
system manager that runs on a PC. Neither of the software modules are portable. The DSP board
5
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is connected to the host PC via ISA bus. The C N C is divided into several modules, so that
individual modules can be modified or replaced, or new modules can be added. Remote procedure
calls (RPC) are used to make the DSP software open to host PC control. However, only functions
inside the host PC software can make use of the RPC mechanism. This limits the openness of the
entire system, giving external applications no access to the CNC. Also a user must learn almost all
the implementation details of the system before being able to modify any of its modules. Another
drawback of the H O A M - C N C is that it addresses only some open system issues, overlooking
some important real-time C N C issues. Its non-preemptive structure allows any time-taking
process control or monitoring job to disrupt the high-priority motion control and interpolation
algorithms. Altintas and Munasinghe [12]

have integrated adaptive control, tool breakage

detection, and chatter avoidance to achieve an intelligent macliining system. They have noted that
the system must be more open to add sensor based modules without having to modify the main
code of the C N C .

1.2 Limitations of Other Research
All of the reviewed research projects have at least one of the following limitations, which prevent
them from being an ideal reconfigurable sensor-assisted machining system.

•

No built-in support for sensor-assisted machining

•

No support for integration of external process control and monitoring applications

•

Predefined relationship of C N C modules not configurable, even if the modules can be
modified and the C N C is portable to various machine tools with different number of axes

•

Not runtime configurable
6
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1.3 Open System Definition
Before the two systems developed in this thesis are presented, the definition of an open system
will be given. An open system, as defined in this thesis, should have the following properties [6]:

•

Interoperability

•

Portability

•

Scaleability

•

Interchangeability

Interoperability means that individual components in an open system should be able to
exchange information at a peer-to-peer level. Portability allows an open system to be ported to
various environments without substantial effort. Scaleability allows end users to increase or
decrease the functionality of a system simply by adding or removing components from it. Finally,
interchangeability makes it possible to substitute individual components with other components
[7, 10].

1.4 Overview
In this thesis, two open systems are proposed; one for intelligent machining only and the other for
a combined motion control and intelligent machining. The systems are named IMM and ORTS
respectively. I M M can be integrated with ORTS to provide an ideal reconfigurable open system
(Figure 1.2-B). I M M , as a standalone application, can also be integrated with a semi-open
commercial C N C to provide a limited sensor-assisted machining system (Figure 1.2-A). Although
not all process control algorithms can be implemented in such a limited system, IMM is still useful
7
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for machining process control and monitoring applications which do not require a motion control
interface. On the other hand, ORTS which is developed after the IMM experience, allows modular
integration of both internal and external motion and process control applications, hence allowing
reconfigurable (Figure 1.2-B) and non-reconfigurable (Figure 1.2-C) sensor-assisted machining
systems.

IMM or ORTS
with intelligent
machining
extensions

Commercial
semi-open C N C

ORTS
with open CNC
extensions

Other intelligent
machining systems

Combination A

Combination B

Combination C

Limited
sensor-assisted
machining

Ideal
sensor-assisted
machining

Non-reconfigurable
sensor-assisted
machining

(System A)

(System B)

(System C)

Figure 1.2

Different combinations of IMM, ORTS, and commercial systems

Each combination results in a different sensor assisted machining system
Shaded blocks are developed in this thesis

The proposed ideal system (Figure 1.2-B) allows modular integration of new intelligent
machining algorithms and replacement of existing ones. However, no system can be truly open,

8
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unless industrial standards are based on it. An ideal system must be based on industrially accepted
hardware and software standards, so that the modules can be integrated with the products of other
manufacturers. However, such an industrially accepted open C N C and intelligent machining
standard is not available at the present.

1.5 History
The initial purpose of this thesis was to provide an open motion control and intelligent machining
system. First an open intelligent machining system was developed by extending the past work on
adaptive control, and tool condition monitoring functions. Rather than developing a strict
intelligent machining system as done before [13], an open real-time system design platform was
developed in this thesis. The intelligent machining modules were developed as user applications in
this development platform. The open architecture of the system proved that it could be used for
other signal processing applications as well. For example, frequency spectrum and frequency
response measurement modules were developed, which provided the functionality of costly signal
analyzers. After this first system was completed, an open computer numerical control (CNC)
system was developed by considering the experience gained in IMM. Similar to the first system
(IMM), an open real-time system, suitable for the design of various computer control applications,
was developed. This new design platform contained a real-time DSP operating system as well.
After the entire system was completed and tested, an open C N C system was developed as a user
application. This second development platform proved to be open enough to accommodate
motion control, intelligent machining, and process control and monitoring modules. However,
even in several applications involving motion control, it was observed that a data flow structure,
which was used in I M M , would be beneficial to use inside the second development platform.

9
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Hence, an integration of the two development systems was proposed as a future work, which can
cover the functionality of both of the systems. The intelligent machining and open C N C modules
were successfully tested in various industrial applications and machines.

1.6 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the Intelligent Machining Module, which is designed to provide an open
process control and monitoring environment. The Intelligent Machining Module is a general
purpose real-time system and provides high speed data flow structures: Signal Processing
Networks.
Chapter 3 describes the application specific signal processing, control, and monitoring
extensions developed for the Intelligent Machining Module. The extensions include frequency
spectrum and response measurements, FIR filters, and an adaptive control algorithm.
Chapter 4 introduces Open Real-Time System (ORTS), developed after the Intelligent
Machining Module. ORTS is a preemptive real-time operating system, and provides more
openness than the Intelligent Machining Module.
Chapter 5 describes an open C N C system developed on ORTS. The open C N C extensions
have a modular design. Any of the C N C modules can be modified, reconfigured, or replaced
easily. Also the parameters of the C N C and the machine can be controlled either by internal user
processes, or by external user applications. This chapter also describes an application of the open
C N C for intelligent machining. ORTS uses a host system running in Windows NT, and any of the
Windows tasks can communicate with ORTS based processes.

10
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Chapter 6 provides a summary of the thesis, and evaluates the developed systems. An
integration of ORTS and the Signal Processing Networks of the Intelligent Machining Module is
proposed as a future work.

11

Chapter 2

Intelligent Machining Module

2.1 Introduction
The first of the two open systems that have been developed as part of this thesis is the Intelligent
Machining Module (IMM). The initial prototype of an intelligent machining system was developed
by N . Newell and B. Erol [13]. Although their design could handle intelligent machining tasks
such as adaptive control and tool breakage detection, it was not a truly open and flexible system.
New functions could not be added easily, and the entire system was strictly hardware dependent.
Therefore a new intelligent machining system, IMM, is proposed and developed in this thesis.
Although its name implies machining, the open architecture of IMM makes it open to other
control and signal processing applications. The basic IMM system does not define any applicationspecific functions such as machining and process control functions.

The complete IMM System is composed of five components:

1. A PC compatible computer
2.

At least one DSP board with analog I/O

3.

I M M PC software

12
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IMM DSP software

5. DSP external interface box

The two software components, IMM PC and IMM DSP, are developed as part of this thesis.
Any DSP board that features shared memory between itself and the host PC, and analog I/O
channels is suitable. The DSP interface box is a means of BNC cable connection to DSP input and
output signals and is not an essential part of the overall system. IMM is designed to have the
following major features, each of which will be described in this chapter:

•

DSP independent architecture

•

Concurrent support for multiple DSP boards

•

Reentrant functions and algorithms

•

Runtime configuration

•

Testing and timing of functions

•

PC-DSP communication buffers

•

Background jobs

•

Real-time parameter changes

In order to provide an open architecture system that works closely with hardware, C and
C++ were chosen as the programming languages. Since speed considerations are less important on
the PC side, C++ is used to obtain the maximum amount of openness on the PC software.
However, as performance is very important for the DSP software, which will run real-time
algorithms, IMM DSP software is written in C; specifically ANSI C for portability.
13
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The operation of the IMM depends on two system managers: the PC System Manager
running on the host PC, and the DSP System Manager running on each DSP board. The DSP
System Manager is configured as a server and the PC System Manager is configured as a client.
The PC System Manager passes user requests to the DSP System Manager, which is responsible
for processing these requests. PC requests include a broad range of functions to initialize plug-inmodules, set up signal processing networks, and to control the execution of these networks.
Signal processing networks and plug-in-modules are explained in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4
respectively. The communication between the two system managers is peer-peer communication.
The actual communication is handled by the Generic DSP Interface and the PC interface (see
Section 2.2).

2.2 D S P Independent Architecture
One of the main architectural concerns of IMM is to provide an open architecture system that is
DSP independent so that it is portable. This is accomplished by defining a generic DSP interface
that runs on the host PC, and a generic I/O Driver that runs on each DSP board. A hierarchical
diagram of the system modules is presented in Figure 2.1.

2.2.1 Generic DSP Interface (PC Software)
The Generic DSP Interface is defined to provide a standard high level interface for all DSP
boards. For DSP dependent operations, it uses a lower level DSP driver, which is unique for each
different DSP-board. Each user supplied DSP driver is actually an interface between the generic
interface and a manufacturer supplied driver. All the DSP dependent code is encapsulated in the
two levels of DSP drivers; the Generic DSP Driver does not include any DSP dependent code.

14
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These three levels of drivers provide a well-structured high level interface for the PC software
developer. Multiple levels of function calls through this hierarchy are expanded inline at compile
time, so that they do not decrease the runtime performance of the system. More than one instance
of the Generic DSP Interface can be used concurrently and each can be connected to a different
user supplied driver in order to support various DSP-boards from different manufacturers
concurrently.

PC Software

DSP Software

User Interface (S)
PC System
Manager (S)

Plug-In-Modules (S+U) (R)
(Adaptive control, chatter and tool breakage
detection, FFTs, filters, user algorithms, etc.)

Event Handlers
(S+U) (R)

Signal Processing Networks (S) (R)

Generic DSP
Interface (S)
DSP
DSP
CNC Driver Driver Driver
(MorU)
(U)
(U)

DSP System
Manager (S)

Generic I/O
Interface (S)

PC Interface (S)

VO Driver (U)

Shared memory (H)

Peripherals (H)

...

DSP
DSP
Driver Driver
(M)
(M)

ISA or PCI bus
S:
U:
M:
H:
R:

Analog Digital Ext.
I/O
I/O
timer

System software module (developed)
User supplied software module (at least one developed)
Manufacturer supplied software module (off-the-shelf)
Hardware module (off-the-shelf)
Runtime configurable software module (developed)
Figure 2.1

EVIM software structure
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The Generic DSP Interface provides high-level services such as command buffers, immediate
data transfer protocol, and circular and double buffers for buffered data transfer. It also provides
low-level services such as installation of interrupt handlers for DSP interrupts and PC-DSP shared
memory access functions.

2.2.2

Generic I/O Interface (DSP Software)

The function of the Generic I/O Interface is very similar to the function of the Generic DSP
Interface running on the PC. It provides a high-level interface for accessing analog input and
output channels, interrupts, timers, etc. The Generic I/O Interface uses a low level I/O driver for
DSP dependent operations. Each DSP board runs exactly one Generic I/O Interface and one DSP
dependent I/O Driver. To support different DSP boards, only the I/O driver needs to be changed
in the IMM DSP software.

2.2.3

PC Interface (DSP Software)

The PC Interface provides high-level access to the shared PC-DSP memory. It supports peer-topeer communication with the Generic DSP Interface of the PC software.

All types of

communication between the DSP and the host PC are handled by this interface on the DSP side
and the Generic DSP Interface on the PC side. The PC Interface and the Generic I/O Interface
together resemble the functionality of the Generic DSP Interface for the DSP software.

2.3 Signal Processing Networks
A Signal Processing Network (SPN) is a collection of Plug-In-Modules (PIM) (see Section 2.4)
linked together as shown in Figure 2.2. An SPN consists of multiple levels, each running at a
different frequency. Each different frequency level has a local set of data channels, each of which
16
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can be used to transfer a scalar value. PIMs are connected to these channels at setup time, and are
executed sequentially in order of installation. Even PIMs that appear next to each other in Figure
2.2, are actually executed sequentially, which eliminates the need for explicit synchronization.
Each PIM is run to completion before the next PIM is started. Since no explicit synchronization is
needed, a very fast communication scheme is used, without endangering the integrity of data on
SPN channels. Data on some SPN channels is not altered by the system software, so they can be
used to pass data from a later PIM to an earlier PIM in the SPN, to be used in the next iteration.
Multiple SPNs can be set up on a single DSP board, so that independent control tasks can be run
on the same DSP.
Each level of an SPN can be configured to run at a different frequency, which can be a
software programmed frequency or an external signal's frequency. Higher levels always have a
higher priority than lower levels, i.e., the first level of an SPN can always preempt the second
level, however the second level cannot preempt the first level. The connection between two
successive levels of an SPN is accomplished via special PIMs with two levels (see Section 2.4).
IMM hooks each level of an SPN to a hardware interrupt handler, which limits the maximum
number of SPNs and the maximum number of levels in each SPN. Because of these limitations,
current I M M implementation supports only two levels in a single SPN: a sampling frequency
level, and an internal or external timer frequency level. At the sampling frequency level some of
the channels are automatically filled with the sampled data from the analog input channels. There
are more channels than the number of existing analog input channels, so that additional data can
be transferred between the PIMs.
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Intelligent Machining Module

Logical structure of an IMM Signal Processing Network

The major advantage of using SPNs is that an entire signal processing or control system can
be set up and modified at run-time without recompiling the source code. A user can setup her own
control system using standard PIMs without modifying the source code, unless new PIMs need to
be developed.
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IMM can measure the time that it takes to process PIMs up to a specific point in any level.
This is essentially important for users developing new control or sigal prcessing algorithms.
IMM can also detect, in real-time, any SPN level that takes too long for the DSP to finish before
the next iteration of that level. Since no aperiodic process can have a higher priority than the
SPNs, the average performance of an SPN is equal to its worst-case performance, assuming each
PIM performs the same operations at each iteration. In a single SPN configuration, this
guarantees that if all the levels of an SPN can finish their first iteration on time, then they will
always finish their processing on time. IMM continuously measures the overall DSP load as well,
in order to give a feedback of the system load to the user.

2.4 Reentrant Functions and Algorithms
Algorithms can be implemented at an abstract level without knowing the details of the hardware,
using a standard function interface. This interface accepts functions structured in a certain way.
These functions are called Plug-In-Modules (PIM). Functions such as filters, peak and average
detectors, control algorithms, transfer function identifiers, FFTs can be implemented as PIMs so
that they can be integrated with the rest of the system.
PIMs are installed in Signal Processing Networks (SPN), networks of plug-in-modules, to
form the complete control or signal processing system. An SPN can consist of any number of
PIMs and even multiple instances of the same PIMs.
The inputs and outputs of a PIM are presented in Figure 2.3. IMM provides local data
storage for each instance of a PIM, so that multiple instances of a PIM can safely be used
concurrently. This makes PIMs reentrant so that a module is not effected when it is interrupted by
another instance of itself.
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Instantaneous
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Buffered
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Output channels

Figure 2.3

Inputs and outputs of a Plug-In-Module

Two-level PIMs are the only means of connection between the local channels of two SPN
levels. These special PIMs have two modules running at different frequencies. Both modules share
the same local memory. The module running at the higher level collects or accumulates data,
which is then processed by the module running at the lower level. The latter module writes
calculated values to channels in the lower SPN level, and resets the first level of the PIM. For
example, average and peak detectors are implemented in this way.
The PIM interface defines the following functions: initialization, first level iteration, second
level iteration, parameter change, and reset. All of these functions are optional. Any PIM that
defines a second level iteration function is automatically treated as a two-level PIM. If a PIM that
does not define any iteration function is initialized, it is not installed in the given SPN, but its
initialization function is executed. This allows specific functions to be executed only once, using
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the standard PIM interface without requiring any additional programming. The parameter change
function is defined for asynchronous real-time parameter modifications. A parameter change
function can be called while an SPN is mnning. This feature is used in the developed adaptive
control PIM, for real-time modification of reference force.
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Rather than moving and copying data between PIMs, the inputs and outputs of each PIM are
linked to SPN channels. This linking operation is accomplished during the SPN setup process.
This type of communication needs only one indirect reference for each channel, and eliminates any
extra communication overhead. Since the links are established during the setup process, the realtime performance is not affected by the number and the complexity of the connections. Also, since
the channels are implemented as shared memory locations, no function call is necessary to access
the channel data. Multiple inputs and outputs from multiple PIMs can be connected to the same
channels. Figure 2.4 shows how individual PIMs are connected to SPN channels.
An advantage of using PIMs is that functions such as filters, FFTs, peak and average
detectors can be provided in a module library, so that they can be applied to any data processed in
SPNs, by the end users.

2.5 Background Jobs
It is desirable that some low priority jobs can be configured to run in the background without
disrupting active SPNs. An example of such a job is the FFT algorithm. FFT is applied only after a
certain number of samples are collected, and usually the result of an FFT is stored in a disk file or
displayed to the user. In such a case, calculating FFT in a Signal Processing Network would slow
down the SPN every time that an FFT is calculated. A batch system, Background Job Manager, is
designed for such jobs, which are not time-critical.
Background Job Manager maintains a FIFO buffer for waiting jobs, and the jobs are
processed sequentially. Only one job can be running in the background at a time, and processing
does not pass to the next job in the list until the current job ends. The background jobs have a
fixed priority that is less than all SPN priorities, so that any SPN can preempt background jobs.
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2.6 Event Handlers
IMM PC Software defines event handlers to handle DSP generated events. The event handler
interface allows a custom handler to be assigned to each DSP event at runtime. Both interrupt
driven and polled events are supported. A DSP can generate any of the following events:

1. Immediate data transfer (interrupt driven)
2.

New data on circular buffer (polled)

3.

One of the double buffers full (polled)

Currently implemented event handlers include a function that writes data to disk, a function
that writes or plots data on screen, and a function that sends feed override values to a C N C .
The event handler interface deals with hardware specific interrupt handling, so that event
handlers can be implemented at a higher level. Each event handler has an event function, which is
called whenever the hooked event occurs, and optional initialization, exit, and report functions.
The report function is used to inform the user of any information related to the handler's
operation, such as number of values received, feed override value calculated, etc.

2.7 Communication Buffers
IMM supports three types of communication buffers between each DSP and the host PC. All
three types of buffers use the shared memory between the DSP and the host PC.

1. Immediate (non-buffered) communication
2.

Circular buffered communication

3.

Double buffered communication
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Immediate communication is used for time-critical message or data transmission. Each DSP
sends an independent interrupt signal to the PC whenever it places some new data into its
immediate data area, which is set up in the shared PC-DSP memory.
Circular buffered communication is intended to be used when the data transfer is not time
critical. Since the data is buffered, circular buffered communication tolerates delays in the
producer-consumer chain. Since most DSP boards have only one interrupt request signal to the
PC, and that signal is used for time-critical events, polling is used for circular buffered transfers.
Circular buffer is useful when it is meaningful to process each received data value separately, such
as plotting values on a screen, while the screen is scrolling like an oscilloscope screen.
Double buffered communication is similar to the circular buffered communication. The only
difference is that instead of a single circular buffer, two buffers are used. This allows the consumer
to process blocks of data instead of having to deal with each value one by one. Double buffering is
very suitable for saving received data to disk, which is a block device. It is much faster to write
data in blocks, than to write each value as it is received. An event handler that writes received
data to a disk file is developed and included in the IMM standard library (see Appendix B). In
both circular and double buffered communication, the producer is blocked if it attempts to write
to a buffer that is already full, and a consumer is blocked if it attempts to read from an empty
buffer.

2.8 Remote Procedure Calls
IMM deploys Remote Procedure Calls for its internal use between the PC System Manager and
the DSP System Manager. The PC System Manager defines a set of commands each of which
corresponds to a remote function on the DSP. These functions are used during DSP setup, SPN
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setup, SPN start and stop, etc. PIMs are interrupt driven and cannot be called by an RPC. PC
sends its RPC request to the DSP via an immediate communication buffer and waits for a
response before continuing. The DSP runs the appropriate procedure, and returns a reply message
to the PC, indicating success or error, and the type of the error. If the PC cannot receive any reply
for a given period of time, then a time-out decision is made, and the PC uninstalls the specific
DSP. Procedures called by RPCs are system procedures that are guaranteed not to take more than
a limited amount of time to execute. Time-out delay is chosen to be at least a few orders greater
than the slowest procedure execution time. A time-out decision indicates that the software
running on the DSP has crashed or is behaving abnormally. In either case an SPN cannot be setup
on the DSP without resetting the DSP. Since user functions are not called through RPCs, no timeout should occur in a bug-free IMM implementation, as long as the DSP hardware is functional.

2.9 Script Language
A script language is designed as part of the IMM, so that Signal Processing Networks can be
configured without changing the source code of the IMM software components. One script file is
loaded and compiled for each DSP board installed in the system, by the PC System Manager. This
compilation operation does not generate any instruction codes but sets up SPNs and the other
software components by sending commands to the DSP System Manager. It is not called
interpretation but compilation, because script files are compiled and executed only once, while
the system is being set up and before any SPN is started. In other words, in real-time there is no
script interpretation.
A sample script file is given below. It results in the example setup given in Figure 2.5. A
detailed description of the IMM script language syntax is given in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.5

Sample SPN setup for adaptive control and tool breakage detection
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signals

INPUT SCALE 0,

are

1, 2;

connected

to analog

200,

200

BEGIN 0,1,2; 2000

200,

/ / Sample

LOWPASS FILTER (0;

channels

input

16;

300)

/ / Apply

LOWPASS FILTER(1; 16;

300)

// with

LOWPASS FILTER (2;

300)

// to

16;

PEAK DETECT(0,1,2 ->

5 ;;)

channels

channels

adaptive

ADAPTIVE CONTROL

// Run

tool

/ / Start

control

using

peak force

( 5, 6 ; ; 200,

breakage

detection

TOOL BREAKAGE DETECTION

IMMEDIATE OUTPUT TO PC

2nd

200,

using

4,

override

( 6,

8 ; ; )

value

and

data

in a disk

0, 1, and

vector
2 to

level.

level

to run

0.2,

)

average

force

// Send

the calculated

on channel

// commands to the

PC

/ / Send peak force

and

(0.05)

file.

DOUBLE HANDLER - W r i t e t o d i s k

the force

on channel

CNC commands

IMMEDIATE HANDLER = W r i t e f e e d o v e r r i d e

// Save all

Hz

available

END

feed

of

5 in 2nd

0.05

16

2.

on channels

algorithm

Hz.

at 15

Hz

5

7

( 7 , 8 ; ; )

DOUBLE BUFFERED OUTPUT TO PC(5,6;;)

// Manipulate

of length

average

channel

board.

2 at 2000

of 300

0, 1, and

by data

// software

0, 1, and

freg.

peak and

2 of DSP

N/V

filter

a cutting

AVERAGE DETECT(0,1,2 -> 7;;) / / formed

// Run

200

low pass

/ / Write

SECOND LEVEL Timer 15

0, 1, and

// Calibration:

analog

Intelligent Machining Module

(C:\USR\ARDA\DAT\DAT-C1)
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I M M Process Control and Signal Processing Extensions

3.1 Introduction
This section describes some of the advanced functions implemented as IMM Plug-In-Modules.
The rest of the PIMs developed for the IMM standard library are listed in Appendix B.

3.2 Filter Design Module
A filter design module is developed and integrated into the I M M . It is capable of designing
highpass, lowpass, bandpass, and bandstop FIR filters, at user given cutoff frequencies. A window
function (hamming by default) is applied to the designed filter in order to decrease the magnitude
of ripples in the stop band of the filter. Filter design functions are accessed through PIMs, so any
of them can be installed into an SPN.
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An ideal lowpass filter's frequency response is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Using discrete-time
inverse Fourier transform [14], we can calculate the impulse response of the filter as follows:
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Impulse responses of highpass, bandpass, and bandstop filters are calculated in the same
manner. The filter impulse response h(k) has an infinite length for all of these filters. In order to
implement this filter as an FIR (finite-impulse-response) filter, we need to truncate the impulse
response [14]. A simple truncation operation is the same as multiplying the impulse response with
a rectangular window, which introduces ripples at the frequency response of the filter due to the
discontinuity at the band edges. This effect is known as the Gibbs phenomenon [14].
Instead of simple truncation, a Hamming window is used to decrease the ripples. The
Hamming window is given by

w (n) = 0.54 - 0 . 4 6 c o s — ,
M
M

n = 0,1,2,...M

(3.2)

The Harming window, Blackman window, or Kaiser window are similar windows [14], but
with different levels of stopband attenuation and mainlobe width. The transition bandwidth of the
truncated filter corresponds roughly to the mainlobe width of the window that is applied to it. The
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mainlobe width of the Hamming window is more than twice the mainlobe width of the rectangular
window. As a result, although the ripples are decreased, the transition bandwidth of the filter
increases (see Figure 3.2).

Frequency

Figure 3.2

LPF by rectangular and hamming windows

If the length of the designed filter is short, the transition bandwidth will be larger and
eventually it may expand to the mid-point of the passband of the filter, e.g., zero frequency for the
low pass filter shown in Figure 3.1. Therefore the designed filter is normalized to make the midpoint of the passband equal to unity. Normalization factor is calculated as the frequency response
of the filter at that point, and the filter coefficients are divided by this normalization factor.
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3.3 Fast Fourier Transform
For frequency domain analysis, an FFT implementation [15] is included in the system. This
implementation is limited to processing data arrays that are integer powers of 2 in length. The
implementation includes real and complex FFT, as well as inverse real and complex FFT
functions. Currently there are two PIMs that use these FFT functions. The first one is the
frequency spectrum PIM, which calculates the FFT of a block of data, and without modification
sends the result to the PC via double buffers. However, in order to decrease frequency domain
leakage, a Hanning window is applied to the time-domain data before the FFT calculation. The
reasons for the leakage and the Hanning window are discussed in section 3.4.1. The other PIM
that uses the F F T is the frequency response PIM, which is discussed in section 3.4.
The FFT implementation that is used in IMM operates on blocks of sampled data. As a
result, FFT algorithm is run each time a certain number of samples are collected. This introduces
an unbalanced load on the processor, and depending on the sampling frequency, the FFT
calculation may not have finished before the next sample is collected. To remedy this problem,
FFT algorithm is run in the background without effecting any data processing at the sampling
level. Two buffers are kept in memory, so that while FFT is being calculated on one buffer, the
new samples are stored to the other buffer. If the FFT calculation can be finished before the
second buffer is full, then continuous FFT calculations can be performed without losing any data.
Otherwise, the sampled data is discarded until the last FFT calculation is finished.
Both the frequency spectrum and the frequency response PIMs use a sampling frequency that
is equal to or less than the frequency of the current SPN level. That samplingfrequencyis taken as
twice the bandwidth of the requested spectrum bandwidth. In order to achieve a lower sampling
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frequency, both PIMs perform undersampling of data by regularly skipping some of the samples.
If a logical trigger signal (see section 3.5) is supplied to the frequency spectrum or the
frequency response PIMs, then undersampling is synchronized with the logical trigger signal, so
that triggering time is as accurate as the sampling period of the SPN. This method makes it
possible to use a very high sampling frequency for triggering, without effecting the bandwidth of
the spectrum.

3.4 Frequency Response Measurement
A frequency response measurement PIM is designed and developed as part of the IMM. This PIM
can be used to identify transfer functions of mechanical or electrical systems. Frequency response
measurement is also a useful and widely used method for identification of machine tool structures
for intelligent machining [16]. In order to measure the frequency response of a system, either
white noise or an impulse [17, 18] is applied as input to the system and the corresponding system
output is measured. In an ideal noise-free environment, the frequency response of the system can
be calculated by taking the FFT of input and output signals, and dividing the output FFT by the
input FFT. However, because large disturbances may be present in the environment, and the input
signal may not be an ideal white noise or an ideal impulse, the above calculation will yield to
erroneous results. There are also other problems, caused by collecting a limited number of
samples.

3.4.1 Preventing Leakage
Since it is practically impossible to collect an infinite number of samples, a limited number of
samples are collected, and it is assumed that the signal is periodic, i.e. a repetition of the same
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sequence of signals. Consider the signal in Figure 3.3. Although the signal itself has only one
frequency component, after taking a limited number of samples of the signal, it is not a perfect
sine function any more, i.e., it contains other frequencies as well. This effect is called as leakage.
All frequency bins display a false amplitude. Frequency bins that are close to the leaking frequency
component are effected more than the further ones.

Time (samples)

Figure 3.3

Frequency (shifted bins)

Result of taking a limited number of samples, when the frequency of

the signal is not an integer multiple of the sampling frequency.

One method to decrease leakage is to use a window function on the time domain signal. The
Hanning window is commonly used for frequency response measurement of physical systems. It is
defined as a raised cosine or sine-squared function [14]:

w (n) = - 1- cos
w

2m

= sin -^-,
N -1
2

x

n = 0,l,...iV -1.
.
1

(3.3)

In IMM, a Hanning window is used for the frequency response measurement of systems that
are excited by white noise as input. The frequency spectrum PIM also uses a Hanning window to
decrease leakage in frequency domain.
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3.4.2 Exponential Window
In IMM frequency response measurement experiments, it was found out that the Hanning window
is not suitable for systems excited by an impulse input, because the Hanning window drops to zero
at the beginning of the time window, obscuring the impulse input and the transient response of the
system. To prevent this, the Hanning window can be centered at the time when the impulse is
received, and zeros can be added to fill the first half of the time domain signal. However this is not
necessary, because the output of a system that is excited by an impulse usually drops close to zero
before the end of the time window, naturally eliminating leaks in frequency domain.
When a system is excited by an impulse, the response of the system decays exponentially.
Since the noise is distributed evenly throughout the time window, the signal-to-noise ratio of the
combined signal also decays exponentially [19]. If the measured signal is multiplied by an
exponential window (see Figure 3.4), the noise in the later parts of the time window is decreased,
and the ideal system response at the beginning of the time window is preserved. Since this
operation weights the measured signal more heavily in favor of the ideal response, and less in
favor of the noise, it increases the overall signal to noise ratio of the measured signal. The
exponential window should be applied to both input and output signals so that it does not alter the
magnitude and the phase of the frequency response while smoothing them [19, 20, 21].
There is an important effect of exponential window on the calculated frequency response of
the system. Smoothing increases the damping of each mode, which governs the width of the
modal resonances [22]. However this increase is a known amount, equal to the exponential
window constant b, where the exponential window is defined as e'

bt
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Time

Figure 3.4

Exponential window

3.4.3 Force Window
If an impulse is used as input to the system, the signal to noise ratio can be increased even more
by using a force window on the measured input signal [29]. Since it is known that the input signal
is an impulse and should be zero after a certain time, we can avoid the noise on the later part of
the measured signal by setting those values to zero. However there may be some offset in the
measured signal, so setting the values after the end of the pulse to zero may increase the relative
amplitude of the pulse. In order to prevent this problem, the average of the values after the end of
the pulse is calculated, and all them are set to the average value. The pulse width does not have to
be known precisely, because assuming a larger width slightly decreases the noise suppression level
only.
The force window is applied before the exponential window, so that it does not effect the
frequency response other than eliminating some of the noise. As long as the applied impulse width
is less than the force window width, the force window does not effect any of the frequency
response characteristics. Figure 3.5 shows a combination of force and exponential windows,
where the average outside the force window is non-zero.
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3.4.4 Averaging and Cross-Spectrum
If the system is time-invariant, then thefrequencyresponse measurements can be repeated several
times, in order to decrease the noise. Then a frequency response estimate can be derived by
combining these measurement blocks. There are several methods of calculating an averaged
frequency response, i.e. an estimate of the noise-free frequency response, using multiple
measurements [23],

[24],

[25].

The simplest way to calculate a frequency response estimate is to calculate the frequency
response for each measurement independently and then to take the average of them. This can be
expressed as

G

^ )

=

T7LT^TT

(Method 1)
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where [7, and Yi are the Fourier transforms of input and output respectively, for measurement i,
and N is the total number of measurements. Although the above expression uses arithmetic
averaging, RMS or other averaging methods can be used, as well.
Uncorrelated signals between the input and the output, i.e. the noise, can be suppressed by
using the cross-spectrum (also referred as the cross-power-spectrum) method [23], [24], [25]. In
this method, instead of taking the average of independent frequency response

estimates,

input/output cross-power-spectrum and input auto-power-spectrum are averaged separately, and
an estimate is calculated by dividing these two averaged spectrums:

-jr£lKa>)l/>)
G(co) =

(Method 2)

(3.5)

- £ ^ ( c o ) t f > )

Instead of storing each averaged block separately in memory, a running average can be
updated each time a new measurement is done. This significantly decreases the memory
requirement of both methods. The first method needs to store 3L floating point numbers in
memory, and the second method needs to store 4L floating point numbers, where L is the length
of each measurement block, i.e. number of frequency bins in the calculated spectrum, which is
also equal to the number of time-domain samples collected. In either method, a block of 2L
numbers is used to store the input and output samples before each FFT operation. The results of
the F F T are stored in the same memory blocks, reducing the memory requirement.
As there is little difference in the memory requirement of the two methods, and the second
method gives significantly superior results, the IMM frequency response PIM is designed to use
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the second method. Figure 3.6 shows the frequency response of a mechanical system with two
modes, measured using the frequency response PIM. The output can be displayed as magnitude
and phase as well.
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Figure 3.6

Frequency response of a mechanical structure with two modes

3.5 Triggering
Triggering is implemented mainly to be used in transfer function identification. Triggering PIM is
capable of level triggering and can be configured to trigger when the derivative of the signal is
either positive or negative, for a positive or a negative slope respectively. Trigger signal can either
be a signal that is being used or generated by other PIMs, or an independent external signal. The
trigger PIM generates a logical trigger signal from the trigger source, and places it on one of the
SPN channels.
Although it is not a built in function of the triggering PIM, pre-triggering and post-triggering
can be achieved by mixing the capability of triggering with the delay PIM. For post-triggering, the
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trigger signal should be delayed before feeding it to the trigger PIM. For post-triggering, all the
signals other than the trigger signal should be delayed before those signals are used.
Logical trigger signal, which is generated from the real trigger signal by the trigger PIM, can
be used in several other PIMs, such as the frequency spectrum, frequency response, double and
circular buffered output PIMs.

3.6 Adaptive Control
An adaptive control [26], [12] PIM is implemented and integrated to IMM. The adaptive control
implementation as an IMM Plug-In-Module is discussed in [27] and [28]. Adaptive control can be
a valuable tool in intelligent macliining, when it is used to control the feed rate in a cutting
operation in order to keep the cutting forces constant. Thereby, it prevents tool or work-piece
breakage while dynamically keeping the feed at its maximum safe rate. The result of an adaptive
control test using IMM is presented in Figure 3.7.
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Adaptive control test
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3.7 White Noise
White noise can be used in frequency response measurements, as input to a system. White noise
uniformly covers an entire frequency range, so when it is applied as input to a system, the system
is excited at all frequencies. This is essential for the frequency response measurement method used
in this project, which is a real-time spectrum method (see section 3.4). In contrast, swept-tuned
analysis method does not need an entire frequency range in the input signal [29].
In order to obtain real white noise in all platforms, instead of the standard C functions, which
are sequentially correlated, an uncorrelated random number generator is used. The design and the
implementation of this random number generator are discussed in [15].
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4.1 Introduction
The goal of this thesis was to develop a complete intelligent machining system. An intelligent
machining system requires an open computer numerical controller (CNC), so that it can control or
monitor C N C parameters for process control and monitoring. As it was reviewed in Chapter 1,
there is no C N C available today, which can be considered truly open. So, to provide intelligent
machining services, there is need for an open CNC.
The Intelligent Machining Module was initially designed for machining process control and
monitoring. Although it provides an open system that can be used for various custom applications,
it has some important limitations that prevent it from being an ideal design platform for an open
C N C design. Most of these limitations arise from the fact that IMM was mainly designed for
machining process control and monitoring tasks, and not to provide open C N C functions.
IMM can handle periodic tasks very efficiently, however it has only one background job list
for aperiodic tasks. The background job manager runs all registered jobs at a lower priority than
all active SPNs. Although SPNs can preempt each other or a background job, background jobs
cannot preempt each other. However, in real-time computing, it is also desirable to run aperiodic
jobs at higher priorities, in order to respond to urgent internal or external events in time. Since
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external events usually can and should be prioritized, a real-time system should be able to run jobs
at different priorities, and should be able to preempt low priority jobs whenever a high priority job
needs the CPU.
Although the communication limitations could be overcome without a major change, the
SPNs of IMM are certainly not suitable for an open C N C design. Hence, a new open system
called "Open Real-Time System" (ORTS) is developed, mainly to provide a platform on which an
open C N C can be built. The open architecture of ORTS makes it suitable for other real-time
control, process control and monitoring, and signal processing applications as well. ORTS not
only meets the above requirements but it can also be integrated with IMM, so that it can
accommodate the powerful IMM SPNs.

The features of ORTS can be summarized as follows:

•

Includes an open real-time DSP operating system

•

Includes an integrated open host system

•

DSP independent host architecture

•

Hardware independent DSP-OS architecture

•

Cooperation with other ORTS systems (local or remote)

•

Remote DSP control by local or remote hosts or DSPs

•

Uniform, implementation independent communication protocol

4.2 Overview
Similar to I M M , an ORTS system consists of a host computer (PC/AT) and at least one DSP
board. ORTS defines the software both for the DSP boards and for the host computer. An open
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real-time operating system is developed for each DSP board, and an open host system is
developed for the host computer. The open host system can handle multiple DSP boards
concurrently with built-in support for inter-DSP and inter-host communication. A standard
communication tool is defined to be used throughout the entire system.
Multiple ORTS systems can be interconnected to form a distributed system as well, as shown
in Figure 4.1. Local or remote non-ORTS applications can also be connected to any ORTS
system. The open host systems and the non-ORTS applications in the figure can be running on the
same computer or on separate computers.

Figure 4.1

Interconnection of multiple ORTS hosts and other applications

The entire ORTS has a DSP independent architecture. However it is not host independent.
Currently it only supports PC systems with the Windows N T operating system. Figure 4.2 shows
the DSP independent structure of a single host system. The DSP driver is a high level interface
between a generic DSP driver and the Windows N T DSP device drivers. Each DSP driver defines
PC-DSP links and functions for downloading and running the DSP software. The generic DSP
driver provides a higher level interface to the DSP drivers, to be used by the rest of the system.
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Figure 4.3

DSP driver

shows

DSP independent architecture of the Open Host System

the entire

structure of the DSP software.

For portability and

interoperability, the DSP software has to be hardware independent, too. This is accomplished via
a hardware abstraction layer, which provides the following functions:
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•

Preemption and context switching

•

Preemption enable and disable functions

•

PC-DSP link implementation

•

Inter-DSP link implementation (optional)
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Figure 4.3

DSP hardware and software structure

In addition to the hardware abstraction layer, low-level device drivers provide a software
interface for the DSP peripherals such as I/O boards. For each device driver, at least one device
handler process is initiated at the user process level. The device handlers provide a high level
interface to the device drivers. They are accessed via ORTS links, so even external processes
running on the local host, remote hosts, and remote DSPs can access a device handler, in order to
use the functions of the specific peripheral.
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4.3 Open Real-Time DSP Operating System
An open real-time operating system has been developed to be used on DSP boards installed in the
system. It is not designed to be a standalone operating system, but to be integrated with an open
host system that runs on the host computer. The operating system has the following features:

Preemptive multi-queue priority scheduling
Periodic processes with a dynamic frequency
Aperiodic processes
Dynamic priority changing
Sleep and suspend support
Counting semaphores with a configurable maximum limit
Priority inheritance
Transparent communication links
Remote process control
Interrupt support at any priority
Preemptible kernel
Hardware independent clock

The design of this operating system is not an attempt to solve yet-unsolved real-time
problems, but an attempt to provide an open real-time system that can be used to build open
applications, specifically an open C N C system. However it uses most of the known real-time OS
methods, including priority inheritance, to guarantee safe real-time operation. It also provides a
solution to the implementation of periodic processes with an accurate period.
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4.3.1 Preemption and Processes
In real-time applications, usually the external world needs attention at certain intervals. For a
machine tool, for example, it is desired to run a position control algorithm at constant time
intervals. Since such an algorithm has to respond to real-time measurements, it cannot be run any
faster or any slower than its predefined frequency. First of all, most control algorithms would fail
if they are not iterated at a constant frequency. Secondly, even in algorithms that do not rely on a
constant frequency, it is desirable to respond to measurements or external events in time, before it
is too late. Furthermore, it is also usually unnecessary, if not fatal, to respond to measurements
more frequently than some frequency defined by the physical properties of the controlled or
monitored external system. If a DSP is going to be used exclusively for one control or monitoring
operation, then the DSP can easily be set up to run an algorithm at a constant frequency. However
after each iteration the DSP would do nothing useful until the next iteration time. Using multiple
tasks provides an elegant solution to this problem, and allows the DSP to do some useful job
while it is waiting for the next iteration time.
Interaction with physical systems and physical events can usually be prioritized easily. For
example, it is not hard to tell that the position controller of a rrnlling machine has a much higher
priority than a coolant toggle button used by an operator. An operating system with priority
scheduling provides a natural mapping of real world priorities to DSP processes. However a
priority based scheduler is not useful unless it is preemptive, or each process is carefully designed
not to occupy CPU time for more than a given amount of time. A non-preemptive system cannot
guarantee that a low priority process will not prevent a higher priority process from running.
Therefore, a preemptive static-priority based scheduler is used for the DSP operating system.
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A local stack with a user defined size is allocated to each process. Most of the context
information of a process is saved in its local stack when it is preempted. Only the stack pointer is
stored in the process header, which holds all the crucial process information. Since preemption is
a well-known method [30], the details of its design or implementation will not be presented. The
process state transition diagram is presented in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4

Process states
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Scheduler

The implemented scheduler uses multi-queue priority scheduling, i.e., a separate queue is
maintained for each priority level. Processes in each queue are scheduled using round-robin
scheduling algorithm [30]. Each queue has absolute priority over lower-priority queues, so that no
process in a queue can run unless all the queues at higher priorities are empty. The scheduler does
not change the priority level of any process, however the priority level of a process can be
dynamically changed by other processes or by itself. The scheduler is also responsible for waking
up sleeping processes (see section 4.3.5). The multi-queue hierarchy will be referred to as "readyqueues" in the rest of this chapter, because these queues hold the processes which are ready to be
executed.

4.3.3

Semaphores

As a solution to process synchronization problems, the kernel features counting semaphores with
a configurable maximum limit and no busy-waiting. Semaphores [30] are a widely accepted
synchronization tool and can be used as a building block for high-level synchronization tools such
as monitors and condition variables. Semaphores can easily be used to protect critical sections and
to allow limited access to resources.
When a process has to wait for a semaphore, it is removed from the ready queues so that it
does not take any CPU time until the semaphore is signaled, which means that one of the
processes waiting for that semaphore can continue. Each semaphore has a process queue that
holds pointers to all the processes that are waiting for that semaphore. Whenever a semaphore is
signaled, the first process in its list is moved to the ready queue for its priority level. This
procedure prevents processes from busy-waiting, i.e. wasting processor time by repeatedly
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checking the semaphore counter. Semaphores are used in the kernel as well, to prevent processes
from busy waiting for resources such as links. Binary semaphores can be obtained from counting
L

semaphores by setting the maximum limit to 1.

4.3.4

Priority Inheritance

Priority inversion can cause the assigned process priorities to be violated [31, 32]. Priority
inversion occurs when a high priority process has to wait for a low priority process which is
preempted by a mid-priority process. In this case, the high priority process is unnecessarily
blocked by the mid-priority process, violating the assigned priorities. The priority inheritance
method solves this problem by temporarily raising the priority of the low priority process that
blocks the high priority process.
To prevent priority inversion, a priority inheritance method is implemented in the developed
operating system, so that a semaphore can optionally be denned to force priority inheritance on its
holder. When a process blocks on a semaphore that is held by a lower priority process, it gives its
priority to the holder of the semaphore. If multiple processes are using a counting semaphore,
then the last process that has entered its critical section inherits the priority of the blocked
process. Priority inheritance is performed only if the holder of the semaphore has a lower priority
than the process that blocks on that semaphore.
If the priority of a process is dynamically changed while its priority is temporarily raised, then
depending on the new priority the kernel takes the following action: If the new priority is higher
than the temporary priority, then both the base priority and the temporary priority of the process
is changed to the new priority. If the new priority is lower, then only the base priority of the
process is changed to the new priority. In the first case, the priority of the process is changed
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immediately and is maintained after the end of the temporary inheritance state. In the second case,
the new priority is assigned only after the end of the temporary inheritance state. This method
allows the priority of a process to be safely changed even multiple times while its priority is
temporarily raised.

4.3.5 Sleeping Processes
A process can go to sleep for a given period of time. When a process goes to sleep, it is removed
from the ready queues and is added to a time-ordered sleeping process list. The new process is
added to the correct position in the list, so that the list is always time-ordered. Every time the
scheduler is invoked, it first checks this list and moves all the processes whose timer has run out
to the ready queues. Then it applies the normal scheduling algorithm on the multi-level ready
queues. This guarantees that if multiple processes are awaken at the same time, the one with the
highest priority will run before the others do. It also guarantees that if there is already a process
with a higher priority in the ready queues, then it will run before all awaken processes. Since
processes can be awaken only when the scheduler is invoked, the resolution of sleep time is equal
to the time quantum for preemption.

4.3.6 Periodic Processes
Periodic processes are implemented using the sleep list as well. The frequency of a periodic
process is stored in its process control block. When a periodic process finishes its execution for
the current period, it calls a special "wait for periodic wake up" function. This function forces the
process to sleep for (t - t ) seconds, where t„ is the time for the beginning of the next period and
n

c

t is the current time. t is calculated using the frequency defined in the process control block. This
c

n

method guarantees that the frequency is not affected by when the sleep function is called.
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The accuracy of the period of a periodic process is equal to the time quantum used for
preemption. Processes hooked to interrupts do not have this limitation because a task switch is
forced when an interrupt is received (see Section 4.3.8). A high priority interrupt handler is
guaranteed to run immediately after the interrupt is received. The only delay here is the one
caused by the task switching operation. An interrupt driven process can even run more frequently
than the preemption frequency, in which case the scheduler would still continue dispatching other
processes when the high priority interrupt handler process is not running.

4.3.7

Suspended Processes

A process can be suspended by itself or by other processes for an unlimited period of time. When
a process is suspended, it is removed from all system queues (ready queues, semaphore queues,
and the sleep list). Also a task switch is forced if the process has suspended itself. The process
control block, however, is kept in memory, so that the process can later be resumed by any other
process.

4.3.8

Interrupt Support

The kernel has built-in support for hardware interrupts. When a hardware interrupt is received, the
process that is assigned to that particular interrupt is moved to the ready queues, and a task
switch is forced. Although the priority of the actual interrupt handler is higher than the highest
priority that a process can have, a process that is assigned to an interrupt can be given any
priority. The actual interrupt handler is kept as short as possible (typically faster than the
scheduler), so that a high priority process is not interrupted for a long time because of a low
priority interrupt handler. This is particularly important for a real-time operating system, because
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many of the interrupts can be generated by low priority events such as a non-emergency switch
toggled by an operator.

4.3.9 Communication Links
A unique unidirectional communication link definition is made for all sorts of communication
needs of DSP processes. The physical and logical properties, and the implementation details of a
link are hidden from a process that uses it, unless the process explicitly requests this information.
A link can be set up between processes running on the same DSP, between host processes
and DSP processes, or between processes running on different DSP boards connected to the same
host. Publicized links (see Section 4.4.2) open these communication links to remote computers
and DSP boards, so that multiple PC systems with or without DSP boards can communicate with
any PC or DSP process running on any of the interconnected systems. Publicized links also open
the links to separate applications running on the local host or any of the remote computers, which
are connected to each other by a network.
A link can be set up to be buffered or direct, and can be accessed by multiple readers and
writers allowing more than two processes to communicate through the same link. There is no
limitation on the type of data that is transferred by a link. Vectors, matrices, or any user defined
data type can be transferred as well as plain integer or floating point numbers. Also, the type of
the data items can be changed many times in the lifetime of a link, as long as the item size is
consistent.

4.3.9.1 Buffered, Direct, and Asynchronous Links
When a link is created it has to be assigned a synchronization method, which will be used for the
entire lifetime of the link. The synchronization method of a link is transparent to a process,
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although the process execution is affected by this synchronization. Currently three synchronization
methods are defined: buffered, direct, and asynchronous.
A buffered link uses a circular FIFO (first in first out) buffer to store multiple data items,
when the producer and the consumer are not running synchronously. Synchronization is forced
when a process attempts to read from an empty buffer, or to write to a full buffer. A direct link
uses a buffer that can store only one data item, and forces synchronization at every access to the
link. When a producer writes to a direct link, it is forced to wait until a consumer reads the data,
and when a consumer reads from a direct link, it is forced to wait until a producer writes some
new data. Since this type of synchronization is useful only if the processes are sharing the same
CPU, i.e. the same DSP, direct links are supported only for local links. Direct links are intended to
be used when the transferred data is time critical, and should be processed by the consumer as
soon as possible. If this behavior is not desirable, a buffered link with only one item can be used
instead.
In contrast

to buffered and direct links, an asynchronous link does not force any

synchronization on its producers or consumers, except for protecting its buffer against concurrent
accesses. The buffer of an asynchronous link can hold only one data item, which is overwritten
every time a producer writes to it. The data can be overwritten several times before a consumer
actually reads it, or it can be read several times before the data is renewed. Asynchronous links are
most useful when the producer and the consumer are desired to run asynchronously.
A process can check whether it will block on a link, before it actually accesses the link. Using
this method, buffered and direct links can also be used between processes running at different
frequencies. Since the synchronization method of a link is transparent to processes (except for
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affecting its execution), new link types can easily be added without modifying existing process
implementations.

4.3.9.2 Local DSP Links
Local DSP links are designed to be used between processes running on the same DSP. Local links
use the main DSP memory for data storage. If a producer or a consumer needs to wait before it
can proceed, it is put in a waiting list via the controlling semaphores, so that there is no busy
waiting. A producer is suspended when it writes to a buffered link that is full, or when it writes to
a direct link. If it is a buffered link, then the producer is resumed as soon as new space is available
in the link buffer. If it is a direct link, then producer is resumed after the consumer reads the new
data. A consumer is suspended if it tries to read from an empty buffered or direct link, and is
resumed when new data is written to the link. No task switching is forced after a producer or
consumer is resumed.

4.3.9.3 PC-DSP Links
"PC to D S P " and "DSP to P C " links are designed to be used between processes running on a
DSP and processes running on the host computer. Their use and structure are the same as the
local DSP links. In the current implementation, these links use shared memory between the host
computer and each DSP board for their buffers. They also use the shared memory to store linkheaders. Host processes and DSP processes use different techniques to prevent busy waiting on
PC-DSP links. Whenever a host process has to wait on a link for any type of access, it is
suspended. Whenever the DSP writes new data to that link, or reads some data from the link, it
sends an interrupt signal to the host computer. The handler for this interrupt is set up to resume all
processes that are waiting on links.
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For DSP processes, a different method is used. Whenever a DSP process has to wait on a
link, it sleeps for a minimum of one time quantum. Such a process is removed from the ready
queue until the next time quantum, so that it yields to lower priority processes as well.
A PC-DSP link can either be connected to a light-weight process that is installed in the Open
Host System software, or to an external process running on the host computer, by making it
public. A public link is accessible by remote computers and remote DSP boards (see Section 4.4).

4.3.9.4 Inter-DSP Links
Inter-DSP links are designed to be used between processes running on different DSP boards. If
the DSP boards have special hardware links between each other, then inter-DSP links can be
implemented to use these hardware links. If such hardware links are not supported, then each
inter-DSP link is implemented as a "DSP to P C " and a "DSP to P C " link. A host process is used
to transfer the data between the two links in this case.

4.3.10 Remote DSP Control
Remote DSP Control is one of the powerful features of the developed real-time operating system,
which makes it more open. Remote DSP control functions are installed as an extension to the
kernel, as user level processes. The purpose of this subsystem is to enable the host computer to
control all the activities of a DSP. Using the Remote DSP Control subsystem, the host computer
can perform any of the following operations.

•

Access process definition tables

•

Access symbol definition tables
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•

Create and terminate processes

•

Suspend and resume processes

•

Change the priority of processes

•

Change the frequency of periodic processes

•

Create and remove local, PC-DSP, and inter-DSP links

•

Access hardware independent DSP clock (can be used for inter-DSP synchronization)

The host system runs a remote DSP control interface process that makes these functions
available to all remote computers and DSP boards that are connected to the host system. The DSP
side of the Remote DSP Control subsystem is called the Remote Control Manager. It is
implemented as a process running at a user defined priority. It uses a "PC to DSP" link for PC
commands, and a "DSP to P C " link for DSP replies.
The Remote Control Manager keeps track of two definition tables for host access. The first
one is a process definition table. It holds the name, the start address, and the minimum stack size
for each process that is defined in the downloaded DSP software. When the host system is asked
to create a process on a DSP, it passes this request to the Remote Control Manager, which
searches the process definition table for the given process name. If a process definition with the
given name exists, then the Remote Control Manager passes the definition to the kernel, so that
the process can be created. Multiple instances of the same process can be created as well (see
section 4.3.1). The process definition table allows late binding of process names. Each DSP keeps
its local copy of a process definition table, so not all the processes have to be defined on all the
DSP boards.
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The second table that is used by the Remote Control Manager is a symbol definition table.
The symbol definition table enables each DSP to define symbolic constants, which can be used by
a scripting language. This feature is actually used in the built-in script language.
The DSP clock access functions can be used to read or set the software maintained DSP
clock. These functions can be used to synchronize the clocks of multiple DSP boards, so that
time-stamped data can be safely transferred among DSP boards without loosing its meaning.

4.4 Open Host System
The open host system is a Windows N T application that runs on a PC compatible computer. It
provides the following services:

•

Light-weight user processes

•

Custom user interface for each process

•

Script language interpreter

•

Publicized (open) links

•

Remote DSP control interface

The Open Host System software is an integral part of ORTS. Although multiple host systems
can be run on a single computer, practically only one host system should be preferred. Although
the Open Host System is not expected to run real-time algorithms, it provides a user interface and
storage media access to each DSP board. More importantly it provides communication links
between DSP boards that have no direct hardware link, and public links which can be connected
to independent applications.
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4.4.1 Host Processes
Open Host System software runs on the Windows N T operating system as a single process with
multiple threads. It defines a generic process object, from which user defined processes can be
derived. These processes, which will be referred to as Host-Processes, are light-weight processes
which are mapped to threads in the Windows N T operating system. Each process can be initiated
with a variable number of parameters and can access any number of PC-DSP links. A host-process
can also have its own user interface. Such a custom user interface is created by the Open Host
System software, which deals with all the message handling of each custom user interface. This
allows a host-process to call blocking functions, or to delay in long computational loops, without
affecting the responsiveness of its user interface.
Before a host-process is created, all of its parameters are passed to a process object member
function so that local variables can be initialized and parameters can be checked for their
suitability. The input and output links are similarly passed to another member function. After all
the initialization, if the process member functions agree with the parameters and the links, the
process is created. There are two priorities that affect the priority of a host-process. The first one
is the priority that is assigned to that host-process, and the second one is the base priority that is
assigned to all host-processes, i.e., the priority of the Open Host System software itself. Both of
these priorities can be set by script commands (see Section 4.5).
The Open Host System creates some host-processes for its internal use as well. One of these
processes is the script file loader (see Section 4.5). Another process is installed for each DSP
board installed in the system. The purpose of this process is to direct the standard output of a
DSP board to the screen of its host computer. The DSP software provides functions to print to
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the standard output. These functions can be used to display messages on the PC screen or more
importantly they can be used to debug user processes by printing the values of DSP variables on
the host computer screen. The Open Host System also creates a remote DSP control interface
process for each DSP, which simply creates a public link and directs any data received from the
link to the Remote Control Manager running on the DSP. This process enables remote computers
and DSP boards to issue any of the remote DSP commands.

4.4.2

Publicized (Open) Links

When a PC-DSP link is created, it can be used by any host-process. Any user process that is
implemented as a host-process, i.e. as an Open Host System light-weight process, can access
these links directly. However, sometimes it may be desired to implement user processes not as
host-processes, but as independent applications. This may even be essential if an application has
already been developed, or if it will have a complicated user interface which, practically, would
not be easy to implement inside the Open Host System software. A user may also want to run his
application on another computer on the network. More importantly users may wish to build
distributed systems with multiple ORTS hosts, each serving multiple DSP boards.
To support integration of external processes to the ORTS, the Open Host System can make
any PC-DSP link public on the network via Windows NT named-pipes. For each link that is
defined as public, a transfer process and a Windows NT named-pipe are created. The name of the
link is given to the pipe, so that external processes can connect to it by specifying its name. The
transfer host-process transfers data between the pipe and the link. The direction of this transfer is
from pipe to link for "PC to DSP" links, and from link to pipe for "DSP to P C " links. The other
end of the link is always a DSP process. The other end of the pipe can either be a process running
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on the open host system, or a process running on any computer connected to the host system that
supports Windows N T compatible named-pipes. Currently Intel, Alpha, MIPS, and PowerPC
based systems can be connected to these named-pipes.
The transfer process, by default, is given the highest possible priority in order to minimize the
transfer delay. This also allows the actual transfer priority to be controlled by the client process or
the DSP process, whichever is slower. The no-busy waiting nature of the PC-DSP links (see
Section 4.3.9.3) and the Windows N T pipes prevent busy-waiting, so a high priority transfer
process does not prevent any lower priority process from running. A transfer process can
optionally be given a lower priority as well, if it is desired to limit the priority of the transfer. The
pipe between a transfer process and its client process can be set to be larger than the default size
of 1, in order to provide additional buffering that is limited only by the virtual memory size of the
host computer.
In addition to making it possible to connect independent local or remote applications to
ORTS, the publicized links also make it possible to connect multiple ORTS hosts to each other,
so that a distributed system of multiple hosts with multiple DSP boards can be built. Via
publicized links, a DSP or host process can communicate with another process running on any
other DSP board or computer in the entire distributed system. To enable multi-ORTS
communication, an ORTS host can be instructed to connect to a remote pipe that is created by
another process, i.e. a remote ORTS host, rather than creating the pipe itself.
One disadvantage of publicized links is that the transfer time of a public link is not bounded
by any limit, if the link is established over a network. Since local publicized links, which connect
ORTS to a Windows N T application running on the same computer, use shared memory instead
of the network, their transfer times can be bounded depending on the priorities of their transfer
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processes and the priorities of the applications that use them.

4.5 D S P Script - A Scripting Language
As it was discussed before, an open system should be configurable without modifying the source
code of the system. There are two commonly used methods to configure a system at runtime:
using a GUI (Graphics User Interface) and using a scripting language. Each method has its
weaknesses and strengths. A GUI is usually intuitive and can be learned quickly. However a GUI
can sometimes be a limiting factor as well. A script language, on the other hand, can usually be
designed to be limited only by the limitations of the system itself, and it can easily be extended.
Another advantage of a script language is that it can be an abstraction layer between a GUI and a
system. If a system defines a script language, a GUI that generates script code can easily be
developed later in the development phase. The GUI programmer, in this case, does not need to
know the programming details of the system that he is developing the GUI for.
As developing a GUI is out of the scope of this thesis, none was considered for development.
However a scripting language is developed because it can be very powerful and it can be the
abstraction layer between a GUI and a system. The rest of this section will explain how a script
file is executed and also a brief description of the language will be given.
Script files are interpreted by the host computer. A script file loader process is created. The
script file loader loads a script file from a disk file or from a public ORTS link and passes it to a
script interpreter. A script file can contain multiple sections for each DSP and the host computer.
After a target system is declared at the begmning of a section, all the commands inside the section
act upon that target system. In a DSP section, links and DSP processes can be created. In a Host
section, host processes can be created, and the priority class for the entire group of host processes
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can be changed. Once a link has been defined in a DSP section, it can be used in any of the
following sections as long as the target system for that section can physically access'the link.
A sample script command file is given below. Although it does not perform anything useful,
it presents an example for DSP commands.

DSP

C31_A:
L i n k MyLink(

PC2DSP, b u f f e r e d ,

L i n k SecondLink( l o c a l ,

100, 3 ) ;

direct,

3 );

L i n k T h i r d L i n k ( DSP2PC, b u f f e r e d ,
MyProcess(

100,

3);

), p r i o r i t y = 3 , output=(SecondLink);

A n o t h e r P r o c e s s ( 1.11, 2.22, 3, 4 ), p r i o r i t y = 2 ,
input=(MyLink,

DSP

SecondLink), o u t p u t - ( T h i r d L i n k ) ;

C32_A:

Host:
P r i o r i t y C l a s s = RealTime;
MyPCProcess(

), priority=BelowNormal, output=(MyLink) ,•

A n o t h e r P C P r o c e s s ( " t e s t " , ASCII), p r i o r i t y = T i m e C r i t i c a l ,
input=(ThirdLink);
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5.1 Introduction
The main purpose of developing ORTS was to provide an open sensor-assisted C N C system.
ORTS provides an open general purpose real-time system for multiple DSP boards, but it does
not provide any application specific support for machine tools or any other application. Therefore
an open C N C system is developed as an extension to ORTS, as several user processes mnning on
the open DSP operating system. Figure 5.1 shows the modules and the structure of the entire
open C N C extensions.
The open C N C extensions are set up using ORTS script commands, just like any other user
application would be set up. The script command file that is used to setup the open C N C structure
in Figure 5.1 is given below. The C N C structure can easily be customized for specific machine
tools, by modifying the given script commands. For example, instead of using a C N C executive,
the motion controller can be fed with position data from a joystick or mouse connected to the host
computer. Process control and monitoring tasks, such as adaptive feed control, tool breakage
detection, vibration reduction can be integrated to the CNC by adding new script commands for
each, without modifying the C N C structure.
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Block diagram of ORTS Open CNC Extensions

(All modules, except the 10 board and the machine, are ORTS processes)
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C32 A:

L i n k ncCode

(PC2DSP, b u f f e r e d . 20,

1)

L i n k p u b l i c asyncConunands

(PC2DSP, b u f f e r e d . 1,

1)

Link cncStatus

(DSP2PC, b u f f e r e d . 1,

7)

L i n k timestampedTargetPos

(local,

b u f f e r e d . 3000, 3)

Link monitorLink

(local,

asynchronous,

7)

Link Controller2AsyncCMLink

(local,

b u f f e r e d . 10,

1)

CNCExecutive

(le-6,

( i n meters) */

500 0,

/* maximum i n t e r p o l a t i o n frequency

*/

2 00,

/* maximum f e e d r a t e o v e r r i d e

*/

DefaultLinear,

/* l i n e a r i n t e r p o l a t i o n a l g o r i t h m

*/

DefaultCircular),

/* c i r c u l a r i n t e r p o l a t i o n a l g o r i t h m

*/

input=(ncCode),
CNCMonitor(),

/* minimum d e s i r e d e r r o r

output"(timeStampedTargetPos),

priority=2;

p r i o r i t y = 4 , input=(monitorLink), output"(cncStatus);

CNCAsyncCommandManager(),

priority=3,

input"(Controller2AsyncCMLink,

asyncCommands);

Link measuredPosition(local, direct,

2), a c t u a t o r O u t p u t ( l o c a l , d i r e c t , 2);

// Read machine p o s i t i o n from m u l t i - a x i s IO board
MAIOB_ReadPosition(0,1),
PIDControl(0,

le-6,

freq=5000, p r i o r i t y = l ,

68,

6.8, 0,

output"(measuredPosition);

/* A x i s #, sensor s c a l e ,

Kp, Kd, K i */

1, l e - 6 , 195, 12.2, 0), /* A x i s #, sensor s c a l e ,

Kp, Kd, K i */

p r i o r i t y = 1, input"(timeStampedTargetPos,
output=(actuatorOutput,
// W r i t e c o n t r o l l e r output

monitorLink,

measuredPosition),

Controller2AsyncCMLink);

t o m u l t i - a x i s IO board

MAIOB_WriteAnalogOutput(0,1), p r i o r i t y = l ,

input=(actuatorOutput);

HOST:
P r i o r i t y C l a s s = RealTime;
DownloadNCCode("test.g"), output"(ncCode),
SaveToDisk("d:\temp\test3"),

priority=Normal;

input=(cncStatus), p r i o r i t y = T i m e C r i t i c a l ;
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5.2 CNC Executive
C N C executive is the main process of the open CNC. It interprets standard N C codes that it
receives from its N C code input link, and runs the necessary interpolation algorithms. Since it
receives its input from an ORTS link, the other end of the link can either be a local or a remote
process. By default the C N C executive accepts standard N C codes for machine tools. However,
the commands can easily be modified or replaced, or new commands can be added for future
expansion or for different systems, such as robots, that require different N C codes.
Interpolation algorithms depend on the number and physical characteristics of the axes of a
machine. In order to make the C N C executive machine independent, interpolators are linked to
the C N C executive at runtime. This makes the C N C executive independent of the interpolation
algorithms and the motion controller. In order to link the interpolators at runtime, each
interpolator is given a unique name, and these names are passed to the C N C executive as
parameters.
The features of the C N C executive are summarized below:

•

Independent of the interpolation algorithms

•

Independent of the motion (position, velocity, and acceleration) controller

•

Can receive N C code from any local or remote process

5.3 Interpolators
The interpolators are linked to the C N C executive at runtime. Rather than controlling the machine
directly, each interpolator generates relative-time-stamped motion commands on its output link,
which is shared by all interpolators connected to the same C N C executive. This output link can
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then be connected to a motion controller (see Section 5.4) to control the position, velocity, and
the acceleration of any machine.
The interpolators stamp each motion command with a time information that is relative to the
previous command so that the motion commands can be calculated ahead of the motion
controller. This allows the interpolators to buffer motion commands when the DSP is not heavily
loaded, so that when other operations load the DSP heavily, the interpolators can endure delays.
The priority of the interpolators is increased by the motion controller, when the motion command
buffer is less than 10% full, or by the kernel when the motion command buffer is completely
empty (see Section 5.4).
Currently two types of interpolators can be linked to a C N C executive: a linear interpolator
and a circular interpolator. In the future this list can easily be expanded to include other types of
interpolators such as spline interpolators. The interpolation and the velocity profiling algorithms
are derived from research by Altintas and Newell [11]. The interpolator equations have been
rearranged and modified to decrease numerical calculation errors, without changing the
algorithms.

5.4 Motion Controller
In ORTS Open C N C Extensions, a motion controller is defined as a DSP process that is
responsible for controlling the position, velocity, and acceleration of a machine. A motion
controller can be as simple as a proportional controller. Motion controllers can be designed as
general purpose controllers such as the PID, or as machine specific controllers. A motion
controller can receive several types of time-stamped input: position commands, position and
velocity commands, etc. A motion controller does not have to support all of these input types.
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A motion controller can also control the priority of the interpolators. Since the interpolators
are called in the context of the C N C Executive process, the priority of the C N C Executive is
controlled as well. The implemented motion controller boosts the priority of the interpolators to a
user defined priority, when the time-stamped position command buffer is less than 10% full. When
the buffer is empty, priority inheritance takes place, and the interpolators inherit the priority of the
motion controller. The priority boost allows the interpolators to be placed at a lower priority than
some less important processes, giving the other processes higher priority when the output buffer
of the interpolators is more than 10% full. The priorities of all the processes in the system can be
set in the following order from high priority processes to low priority processes (the numbers
indicate the order only, not the actual priorities):

1. User processes that are more critical than motion control
2. Motion controller
3.

User processes that are more critical than interpolation

4.

Priority boost level for the C N C executive and the interpolators

5.

User processes that are less critical than interpolation

6.

C N C executive and interpolators

7.

User processes that are not time-critical

Since a motion controller receives time-stamped motion commands, the source of these
commands does not have to be synchronous with the motion controller. This allows the motion
controller to be fed from any source, which can even be a disk file containing pre-calculated
motion commands. In this way, very complex and time taking interpolation algorithms can be used
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to generate the motion commands off-line, and the generated commands can be fed to the motion
controller in real-time. The time-override algorithm (see Section 5.5) allows the feed rate to be
overridden even when the motion commands are generated off-line. The time-override method
preserves the velocity profile of the motion data.
Currently two general purpose motion controllers are implemented. The first one uses the
well-known PID algorithm, and the second one uses the SMCSPO (Sliding Mode Control with
Shding Perturbation Observer) [33] algorithm. SMCSPO algorithm controls the position, velocity,
and the acceleration of a machine by using position feedback only.

5.5 Asynchronous Command Manager
It is usually desirable to be able to send commands to the C N C while it is doing some other work.
For example, it is desirable to be able to change the feed, while the C N C is interpolating a line
segment. Instead of checking input commands at numerous points in the C N C executive, an
asynchronous command manager is developed as a separate process. This process receives
commands from its input link and executes them asynchronously to the C N C executive.
Since the asynchronous command manager is implemented as a separate process, its priority
can be different than the C N C executive. If the asynchronous commands are time-critical, the
priority of this process can be increased, or if they are not very time-critical, then the priority of it
can be decreased. Another advantage of the asynchronous command manager is that multiple
instances of it can be initiated and given different priorities if different commands have different
real-time priorities. For example separate instances might be initiated for an emergency stop
command and a feed-rate override command. The emergency handler can be given a very high
priority, while keeping the feed-rate controller at a low priority. Since each asynchronous
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command manager instance is identical to each other, each of them supports the same command
set, only at different priorities. All the communication between the asynchronous command
manager and the C N C executive, and between the asynchronous command manager and the
motion controller is established via shared variables. The shared variable addresses
communicated over links between these processes.

are

Since shared variables are used, the

asynchronous command manager should run on the same DSP board as the C N C executive and
the motion controller. This also guarantees the responsiveness of the system to asynchronous
commands.
Currently the command set consists of an emergency stop command and a feed-rate override
command. In the future, this list can easily be extended. When an emergency stop command is
received, motion controller is informed not to receive any new motion commands and to drive its
outputs to zero. A feed-rate override command is more complicated to implement. Since the
output of the interpolators is buffered, a feed-rate change means having to flush all interpolator
outputs, and regenerate new motion commands with the new feed-rate. Although the priority
inversion and priority boost features would increase the priority of the interpolators whenever the
output buffer is flushed, the main drawback of flushing the buffer is that the interpolators should
be restored to their state before the first unread motion command in the buffer. Even several
interpolators might have to be rewound if the buffer is relatively big. This rewinding operation
would need a lot of additional data to be kept with the motion commands. Instead, a timeoverride algorithm is proposed and implemented in the motion controller. The H O A M - C N C

[11]

avoids these problems by not allowing the output of the interpolators to be buffered. In H O A M CNC, the interpolators should run synchronously to the motion controller.
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The time-override algorithm basically adds a time scale to the motion controller. The motion
controller applies this time scale to each time-stamped motion command that it receives. So
instead of using the received relative time, it multiples this relative time stamp with the time scale
first. When the time-stamps are scaled like this the motion commands are executed more
frequently or less frequently, which causes the feed to change. Using this method, no interpolator
output is flushed, or recalculated. The only runtime overhead is a single multiplication in the
motion controller. However there is also a limit to the maximum feed rate override using this
method. Since the maximum frequency of the motion commands cannot exceed the frequency of
the motion controller, when the time scale causes the motion command frequency to exceed the
motion controller frequency, the motion controller cannot increase the feed any more. In this case
the motion controller receives a new motion command at each iteration of the motion control
loop, which generates the maximum possible speed for the pre-calculated motion commands. The
use of a time scale also preserves any velocity profiling that might have been used when
generating the motion commands.

5.6 CNC Monitor
In an open CNC, it is also desirable to monitor the state of the C N C and the machine that the
C N C is connected to. In order to be able to monitor this information asynchronously, the monitor
functions cannot be implemented in the C N C executive because of the same reasons for the
asynchronous commands. So the C N C monitor is implemented as a separate process. Its
operation is similar to the asynchronous command manager. However, instead of using shared
variables, asynchronous links are used to communicate with the C N C executive and the motion
controller. Multiple instances of the C N C monitor can be initiated to monitor different events at
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different priorities or frequencies, or a single C N C monitor can be used to monitor all events.
The current

C N C monitor implementation repeatedly

writes

a time-stamped

status

information block to its output link. The update frequency of this information depends on the
priority of the monitor process, and the type of the assigned output link. Currently this status
block contains the following information:

•

Absolute time stamp

•

Programmed feed rate

•

Feed rate override

•

Target position

•

Actual axes positions

•

Actual axes velocities

New variables can easily be added to this list. The output of the C N C monitor can be used
for any purpose. For example, this information can be saved to a disk file or, more importantly, it
can be used by process control and monitoring algorithms. Other sensor data needed for process
control and monitoring applications should not be added to this list. Instead applications should
access such sensors directly via device handlers.

5.7 Conclusion
The designed C N C extensions provide an open C N C system, which can be integrated with
intelligent machining algorithms. The transparent communication links that are used by the
asynchronous command manager, and the C N C monitor can easily be connected to intelligent
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machining algorithms running on the same DSP board or remote DSP boards that are connected
to the same host computer or other host computers. The transparent communication links allow
the C N C executive to receive its input from any source such as a disk file on the host PC, a
C A D / C A M software running on the host PC, or a local or remote DSP process. Also the links
between the different modules of the C N C can be modified in the script file, in order to
reconfigure the entire C N C structure. For example the input to the position controller can be
disconnected from the interpolators and connected to a joystick that is connected to the host
computer so that the joystick can be used to control position of the machine tool. The modular
C N C structure allows any of the C N C modules to be replaced, making it possible to use custom
algorithms instead of the default algorithms.
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Two systems were developed in this thesis: IMM and ORTS. IMM provides a fast and easily
configurable intelligent machining system, with several built-in process control and monitoring
modules, and the ability to accommodate custom algorithms. From the machining point of view,
IMM can only be used in the existence of semi-open or open C N C systems, which allow
manipulation of machining process parameters. IMM is specifically designed for machining
process control and monitoring, and its architecture does not allow integration of motion control
functions.
ORTS, in contrast, can be used both for intelligent machining and motion control. It is
designed as an open and modular real-time, preemptive operating system. Sensor based machining
process monitoring functions can either be added as modules, or external modules such as IMM
can be integrated with ORTS as external software components. When it is equipped with
intelligent machining functions and the proposed C N C extensions, it can be used as a standalone
system for an ideal and complete sensor-assisted, open C N C machining system.
Since, both IMM and ORTS are designed as application-independent real-time systems, they
can be used in any real-time application, whether it is related to machine tools or not. For
example, I M M can be used as a real time data collection, process control, and signal processing
system. The function library of IMM can be extended by adding new modules, hence its expansion
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is limited only by the physical capacity of the DSP board. The intelligent machining and motion
control extensions, which are implemented as user applications in both of the systems, can easily
be replaced with other real-time applications. The open architectures of both systems pass their
openness to user applications, making them open systems as well. ORTS, which includes a realtime operating system, can be used for any real-time application that can be implemented in a soft
real-time operating system. ORTS can be used as a core system for any real time data collection,
signal processing, or motion control system. For example, it can easily be used as a 5 axis robot
controller by simply adding trajectory generation algorithms to its modular library. The advantage
of IMM or ORTS over regular real-time operating systems is that, properly built applications
inherently become hardware independent and runtime configurable. Users modules can readily be
used with other modules developed by other users, without knowing their implementation details.
Additionally, in ORTS user applications also become distributeable over a network of host
computers and DSP boards, and integrateable with local or remote external applications with no
additional effort.

6.1 Limitations
Both IMM and ORTS require some sort of a secondary processing unit, preferably a digital signal
processing (DSP) board. Although both systems can easily be ported to different DSP boards, and
rather hardly to different host computers, the architectural structure of both systems is well
defined to have a host computer and a number of secondary processing units with local memory.
Neither I M M nor ORTS is a hard real-time system, i.e., neither guarantees that a task will
complete before its deadline. Hard real-time systems guarantee this, by rejecting any new task that
will not be able to meet its deadlines [30]. In a hard real-time system, a user should clearly define
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ow long each process takes to execute, and which resources it will use. This method is not very
practical if execution time of a process is varying at each iteration. The final system is only as
error-proof as the accuracy of the user given execution times. A soft real-time system, like IMM
and ORTS, does not reject any process and schedules processes depending on their priorities. If
the priorities are set properly, and the system is not overloaded, then all the processes are
implicitly guaranteed to complete on time. Also, if process execution times are known, then the
system can easily be verified on paper. IMM has built-in deadline checking, which notifies the user
of any SPN level that cannot meet its deadlines. ORTS, currently, does not have any built-in
deadline checking, however user processes can check their deadlines explicitly.

Table 6.1

Features of EVIM and ORTS

Feature

IMM

ORTS

Preemptive task switching

For periodic processes only

Yes

Priority based scheduling

For periodic processes only
(fixed priorities)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Only in background
(lowest priority)

Yes

High speed SPN support

Yes

No

Multiple DSP board support

Yes

Yes

Multiprocessor DSP board support

No

No (Future work)

Explicitly guaranteed task
completion on time

No

No

Real-time processing

Periodic processes
Aperiodic processes
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Openness
Host-DSP communication

One buffered (polled) and
one non-buffered
(interrupt driven) stream

Multiple buffered streams
(interrupt driven)

Only by host PC software,
and only during initialization

Yes

External application communication

No

Yes

Distributed configuration support

No

Yes

Transparent communication
mechanism

No

Yes

Hardware independence
(for DSP boards and peripherals)

Yes

Yes

Runtime configuration

Yes

Yes

Modular user applications

Yes

Yes

Seamless integration of modules
developed by different users

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (deadlines and overall
system load)

No (Future work)

Limited

No

Motion control (open CNC)

No

Yes

Frequency analysis (frequency
spectrum and frequency response)

Yes

Yes

Lowpass, highpass, bandpass,
bandstop, and custom FIR filters

Yes

Yes

Adaptive control

Yes

Yes

Remote DSP control

Ease of use
Script language
Remote monitoring of system
performance
Graphics user interface

Developed application support
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Developed peripheral support
4-channel analog I/O board

Yes

Yes

3-axis motion control board

No

Yes

6.2 Integration of IMM and ORTS
Both IMM and ORTS have some advantages and disadvantages. In this section an integration of
IMM and ORTS is proposed. This proposed system is not implemented.
The main advantage of IMM over ORTS is its very fast SPN structures. The serialized
execution scheme used in an SPN level eliminate the necessity for using semaphores or other
synchronization

methods

for communication

within the

same frequency

level, because

synchronization is ensured by the execution order. The serialized execution scheme also eliminates
the need for task switching, and can be implemented within the context of a single process as in
I M M . Even very simple tasks can be divided into primitive operations implemented as PIMs, and
can be configured via a scripting language. Although tasks can be divided into primitive
operations in ORTS as well, practically each processes should be more functional. Because of the
communication and synchronization overhead of ORTS links, dividing a simple task into primitive
operations degrades the real-time performance of the overall system. For example a gain operator
implemented as a separate process spends the majority of its time for communication and causes
the system to perform a task switch every time the gain operator is used. In contrast, ORTS
communication links provide synchronization between processes running at the same or different
frequencies, via semaphores, and can transparently be used for remote communication. The
usefulness of either communication method cannot be overlooked.
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Overall, ORTS provides a more open system than does IMM, with the exception of SPN
structures. The proposed system is an integration of ORTS and the powerful signal processing
networks of IMM. Without changing the general architecture of ORTS, each frequency level of an
SPN can be implemented as a single process in ORTS. Multiple SPN levels for different
frequencies can then be implemented as separate processes, and the communication between these
levels can be established via ORTS links. To enable the use of ORTS links, two new PIMs should
be defined: one that writes to an ORTS link, and one that reads from an ORTS link. These two
PIMs would allow an SPN process to be integrated with other processes, whether they are SPNs
or ordinary processes. SPNs implemented in this way can also communicate with the host PC and
remote PCs or DSPs, by using the two provided communication PIMs. Finally, the SPN setup
sections of the IMM DSP System Manager should be converted to an ORTS process, which can
be used to setup SPN processes, and the script language definition should be modified to take
advantage of the new functionality.
Although the integration of ORTS and IMM SPNs is considerably straightforward, because
of the programming time required, it was not done in this thesis. However, to prove that ORTS
can be a standalone intelligent machining and motion control system, some of the signal
processing and process control extensions of IMM, such as the FIR filters and the adaptive
control PIM, were converted to ORTS DSP processes. Both of the systems were successfully
used in various industrial and research applications.
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The structure of an I M M script file is given below. There can be multiple BEGIN-END pairs
corresponding to different SPNs. There can also be multiple GRAPH-END pairs for multiple
plots.

GRAPH
... Plot

definition

...

END
IMMEDIATE HANDLER = W r i t e t o s e r i a l p o r t / W r i t e t o s c r e e n / ...
CIRCULAR

HANDLER = ...

DOUBLE

HANDLER = W r i t e t o d i s k

CALIBRATE

{FileName)

/ ...

cl,'c2,...cN

INPUT SCALE

cl,c2,...cN;

ScaleForOneVolt

OUTPUT SCALE

cl,c2,...cN;

ScaleForOneVolt

BEGIN cl,c2,...cN;

SamplingFreq

... PIMs and/or MEASURE TIMING ...

SECOND LEVEL TIMER

TimerFreq

or
SECOND LEVEL EXTERNAL ExtSignalNo,

... PIMSs and/or MEASURE TIMING ...

END
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All the PIMs have a common syntax. The general syntax is:

PIMName ( ConnectedChannels', IntegerParameters; FloatParameters )

Some PIMs establish a connection between two levels of an SPN. These PIMs have a slightly
different syntax:

PIMName ( ConnectedChannels - > NextLevelChnls; IntegerParameters; FloatParameters )

A detailed list of PIMs included in the standard PIM library is given in Appendix B. Several
commands effect the analog inputs and outputs of the DSP. A list of these commands is given
below.

Calibrate

cl, c2,... cN

Calibrates the input channels cl,c2,...cN. A 0 Volt and 1 Volt input must be applied to
these input channels during calibration by an external source. Calibration is done to fix
both offset and scaling errors.

Input Scale

cl.c2,...cN: ScaleForOneVolt

Changes the scale for the given input channels. This command can be used to work with
abstract values

in the

SPN instead of volt equivalents.

Scale is the ratio

of

AbstractValues/PhysicalValues. If this command is not used no scaling is used, so that 1.0
Volt is equal to the numeric value of 1.0.
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cl,c2,...cN: ScaleForOneVolt

Similar to input scaling. However in this case conversion is done from abstract values to
physical values, so scale is the ratio of PhysicalValues / AbstractValues.

The script file lines can be considered to be running sequentially. An optional SECOND
L E V E L command ends the definition of the first level and starts the second level. All the PIMs
below this line are installed at the second SPN level. M E A S U R E TIMING command can be used
at any level to measure the time that it takes to execute the PIMs from the beginning of the
current level, up to the current line. This function needs to run the SPN a few thousand times to
get an accuracy of microseconds. This usually takes a few seconds. During the timing period,
connection to the C N C should be externally disabled.
In script files, PIMs can be marked for future reference. Using marking, a constant reference
number can be given to a PIM, independent of the location of the PIM in the script file.
Parameters of a marked PIM can be changed on-the-fly by giving its reference number. Links to
referenced PIMs are stored in tables for fast access. The syntax for marking is given below.

PIMName (...)

->

Mark ReferenceNo

Script file commands are not case sensitive. Any number of spaces and comments can be
included between commands, parameters, etc. A script command can span more than one line, or
multiple commands can be placed on a single line. In all the cases spaces are optional, even for
command names that consist of more than one word. For example the following two lines are
interpreted to be exactly the same.
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Double Handler = Write to disk(...)
DoubleHandler = WriteToDisk (...)

If // or # is encountered in the script file, the rest of the line is considered as a comment.
Comments can also be placed between / * and */ characters.
Graph-End statements mark special blocks of lines which define plots. Each Graph-End pair
defines a single plot. These blocks have different syntax rules than the rest of the script language.
Each line between the Graph-End pair should have the following syntax:

VariableName = Value

Comments are allowed only at the beginning of the lines. The variable name, the assignment
operator and the value to be assigned must appear on the same line. The following variables can
be used. If a variable is not assigned a value, that the default value is used.

Title

= title of graph

X Label

= x axis label

Y Label

= y axis label

X Range

= beg, end

Y Range

= beg, end
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= n

Number of plots

= n

Graph type

Scroll / Scan / Static / AutoExpand

Line type

Line / Bar / Pixel

Autoscale

= On / Off

Scroll size

= n

Grid

IMM Script Language

(used if graph type is Scroll)

= On/Off

Background color

= Color

Foreground color

= Color

Color can be selected from the following list: Black, blue, green, cyan, red, magenta, brown,
light gray, light blue, light green, light cyan, light red, light magenta, yellow, white.
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There are two standard libraries included with the Intelligent Machining Module: Standard PIM
Library and Standard PC Handler Library. Functions included in each library is explained below.

Standard PC Handler Library

Immediate Buffer Handlers:
Write feed override ( ProgrammedFeed)
Calculates and writes feed override value to a parallel port. ProgrammedFeed is the feed
programmed on the C N C , i.e. feed used in the N C program.

Write to screen ( NumberOjValues)
Writes values received through immediate communication buffers to PC screen. Number
of values to be written must be specified.

Circular Buffer Handlers:
Plot ()
Creates the defined graphs (see GRAPH statement) and plots all data received via the
circular buffers, to those graphs in the same order. One graph may include multiple plots.
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Double Buffer Handlers:
Write to disk ( FileName)
Writes values received through double buffers to a disk file on the PC. Data is written to
two disk files: a binary file with an extension D A T and an ASCII text file organized in
rows and columns with an extension T X T . The number of rows is equal to the number of
different values sent to the PC. Actual conversion to ASCII text is done when the program
quits or the handler is uninstalled. A third file with an extension INF is also created. INF
file includes the date, script file, and other related information that is significant to the
collected data. The FileName should have no extension.

Plot ()
Creates the defined graphs (see GRAPH statement) and plots all data received via the
double buffers, to those graphs in the same order. One graph may include multiple plots.

Plot Spectrum ([FileName [, FileType]])
Plots the frequency spectrum received from a frequency spectrum or a frequency response
PIM. If a file name is given, the received values are stored in data files whenever a handler
report is requested. Three files are created. One has the extension INF, and includes a
copy of the script file that is used to generate the data files. Also two other files with the
extensions PLR and R C T are created. The format of each line of these files is given below.
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.PLR file:

Frequency, Magnitude, Phase

.RCT file:
Frequency, RealPart, ImaginaryPart

Each line df these files indicate a single frequency. FileType can be used to save in only
one format. Possible values of FileType are given below.

All

both .PLR and .RCT files

MagPhase

only .PLR file

Polar

only .PLR file

Rectangular

only .RCT file

Complex

only .RCT file

Standard PIM Library
Parameters and explanations of standard library PIMs are given below:

Immediate Output to PC ( p i . P2.... DN: :)
Sends data on multiple channels to the host PC using the immediate communication method. Data
on the channels is written to the immediate communication buffer in the given order and is left
intact for any following PIMs connected to the same channels.
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Circular Buffered Output to PC ( pi. D2.... PN; ;)
Sends data on multiple channels to the host PC using the circular buffered communication
method. The number of parameters that will be sent is passed to the PC at initialization time. Data
on the channels is written to the circular buffer in the given order, and is left intact.

Double Buffered Output to PC ( vl, p2....

pN::)

Sends data on multiple channels to the host PC using the double buffered communication method.
The number of parameters that will be sent is automatically passed to the PC at initialization time.
Data on the channels is written to the double buffers in the given order, and is left intact.

Analog Output (pi, p2,... pN; ol, o2... .oN;)
Sends data on channels pi, p2,... pN to respective analog output channels ol, o2,... oN. Data on
the pi, p2,... pN is left intact.

Counter

(pi;;)

Runs an incrementing counter on channel pi. The counter starts at 1, and is incremented by one at
each interval. For different counters effects, the output can be scaled and offset by other PIMs.
Any previous data on channel pi is discarded.

Constant (pi;;

ConstantValue)

Writes a constant value to channel pi. Any previous data on the channel is discarded.

White Noise (pi;;

MinValue, MaxValue)

Outputs uncorrected white noise to channel pi. All the output values are uniformly distributed
between the given minimum and maximum values. Any previous data on channel pi is discarded.
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Copy ( p i , p2;;)
Copies data on channel pi to channel p2. Any previous data on channel p2 is discarded. Data on
channel pi is left intact.

Gain (pi, p2,... pN:: Gain)
Applies a constant gain to channels pi, p2,... pN.

Trigger ( pi, p2: Slope: Level)
Creates a trigger signal on p2 based on data on pi. Level is the triggering level and Slope is the
sign of the derivative of the signal in order for triggering to occur. Slope can be +1 or -1 for a
positive or a negative slope respectively, or it can be set to zero if the sign of the derivative is not
important. Any previous data on channel p2 is discarded. Data on channel pi is left intact.

Delay ( pi. p2,... pN: Delay:)
Adds a delay to multiple channels. Delay is given as number of intervals, which is defined by the
frequency of the current SPN level. Initially or after a reset, zero is written to these channels until
enough time passes for the first values of the delayed signal to appear.

Filter (pi::

FilterCoefficients)

Filters data on the given channel pi using an FIR filter. Filter coefficients are given as parameters.
The number of the given coefficients also detennine the length of the FIR filter. If a lowpass,
highpass, bandpass, or bandstop filter is desired, one of the following filter PIMs can be used for
convenience.
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LowPass Filter ( pi; FilterLength; CutoffFreq)
HighPass Filter ( pi; FilterLength; CutojfFreq)
BandPass Filter ( pi; FilterLength; BegFreq, EndFreq )
BandStop Filter ( pi; FilterLength; BegFreq, EndFreq )
These filters apply a lowpass, highpass, bandpass, or a bandstop filter to data on channel pi.
Cutoff frequency or frequencies and filter length are given as parameters. A hamming window is
used to decrease ripples in the stopband of the filters. Thefiltersare designed at initialization time,
for the given length, cutoff frequency, and the sampling frequency.

Frequency Spectrum (pi; FFTLength; IBandwidthl)
Calculates a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) of data on a channel pi. FFT is calculated after
enough data is collected for the given FFT length, which must be an integer power of 2. FFT
processing is done in the background, so specifying longer FFT lengths does not affect SPN
speed. Output is transferred to PC via double buffers, in pairs of magnitude and phase values. The
process is repeated every time the last FFT calculation is completed. Each FFT result is sent on a
different row, so that a PC Handler can distinguish different results. The Plot Spectrum double
buffer handler can be used to collect the results of this PIM. Plot Spectrum can plot the data on
screen and save it to a disk file. Any previous data on channel pi is left intact.

Frequency Response (pi. p2. fv31; NoOfSamplesToCollect; [Bandwidth],
fForceWindowLength]'. [ExponentialWindowTimeConstant])
Calculates the frequency response of a system given pi, the input to the system, and p2, the
output of the system. Input to the system must cover the entire frequency spectrum from 0 to
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Bandwidth. An optional signal may be used as a trigger signal. Trigger signal must either be a
pulse, or the output of an instance of the Trigger PIM. A calculation is done every time the given
number of samples, which must be an integer power of 2, is collected. Each result is accumulated
by averaging the cross-spectrum. White Noise PIM can be used instead of an external source, as
input to the external system. Any previous data on pi and p2 is left intact by this PIM. The
triggering signal on channelp3 is reset to zero.
Note that the bandwidth and the sampling frequency are related to each other. The sampling
frequency must be at least two times the bandwidth and also an integer multiple of the bandwidth,
though the user is allowed to enter any bandwidth that is less than half the sampling frequency.
Actual bandwidth selected by this PIM may be up to 5% less or 95% more than the given
bandwidth. When triggering is used, sampling frequency must be set high enough to capture the
trigger signal. The lower frequency sampling for the FFT calculation is synchronized with the
trigger signal by automatically adding a phase shift.
Before the FFT PIM, either internal (PIMs) or external anti-aliasing filters should be applied
to the measured system input/output signals. Anti-aliasing filters are low-pass filters with a cutoff
frequency which is equal to the FFT bandwidth. Because of the filter roll-off, some part Of the
spectrum will be inaccurate. The width of the filter roll-off varies by filter length. A longer filter
length decreases the filter roll-off. As a rule of the thumb, the bandwidth should be selected at
least 1.5 times larger than the largest frequency of interest. Note that this is not due to the Nyquist
theorem but due to the anti-aliasing filters. The samplingfrequencyis internally selected to be two
times the bandwidth.
For impact/hammer tests, two windows should be applied to the input and output data. The
first one is a square window which is applied to the input data only. The second one is an
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exponential window which is applied to both input and output data. To apply these windows, the
length of the force (square) window and the time constant of the exponential window should be
given. Length of the force window is given in seconds. These parameter should be used only for
impact/hammer tests.

Peak Detect (pi. p2.... PN->

tl:;)

Average Detect (pi. p2.... pN->

tl;;)

Detects the peak/average of the vector formed by data on channels pi, p2,... pN and writes the
detected peak/average value to channel tl on the next SPN level. The detector is reset every time
the next SPN level is called, so that the peak/average of the data between each iteration of the
next SPN level is measured. Data on the channels is left intact.

Adaptive Control ( pi, p2;;ReferenceForce, MaxFeed, NoOfStepsToReachRefForce, Lambda.
ThresholdForce, ZeroForceFeed )
Runs adaptive control, given the peak of measured forces on channel pi, and writes the calculated
feed to channel p2. MaxFeed is the maximum feed that the adaptive control PIM is allowed to
send to the C N C . NoOfStepsToReachRefForce is used to increment the reference force gradually.
ZeroForceFeed is used as the feed rate when the measured force is below ThresholdForce. The
unit of the MaxFeed and ZeroForceFeed is defined by the function that is used to send the feed
rate to the C N C . If SendFeedOverride PC Handler is used, the unit is not important as long as the
same unit is used in this PIM and the SendFeedOverride handler.
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This section is intended for the programmers who need to write new PIMs and who want to
modify the system.

Return Codes
A standard list of return codes is used throughout the IMM software. This list is maintained in the
gen-def.h file which is included by both PC and DSP software. PC software source code includes
a file called error.cpp which includes a mapping of return codes to error messages. New error
messages should be added to both lists.
Note that a return code is used whenever there may be a possibility of error in a function in a
current or future implementation. In most cases, instead of using constructors and destructors of
C++, IMM-defined init and exit functions are used, so that an error code can be returned.

Designing A New P C Handler
Structure of a PC Handler is given below. Parameter string supplied in the script file is passed to
the Init function after comments and spaces are removed from it. An additional space is added
before each comma, so that sscanf function can be used to scan strings inside the parameter
string. Exit function is called before the destructor is called. Unlike a destructor, the Exit function
can return a status code. PC Handlers are maintained in the pchndlrs.cpp file, which is part of the
PC software source code.
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class PCH_PCHandlerName :public PCHANDLER
{
private:
//Private data and Junctions
public:
// Functions used by the PC handler interface
PCHANDLER_Constructor (PCU_PCHandlerName);
void Func(void);
rtncode Init(char *Param_str);
rtncode Exit(void);
void Report(void);
};

// Define a Junction that creates a new instance of the handler.
PCHANDLER_New_func (PCH_PCHandlerName);

The user should write her own functions for Func, Init, Exit, and Report. Function Func is
called at each iteration of the handler, Init is called during initialization, Exit is called when the
handler is uninstalled, and Report is called every time the user requests a handler status report.
Only Func is essential. The others may be omitted, in which case a default function will be used.
Private functions may be used inside the class but these should not be included in the public
interface of the class, in order not to violate the generic PC Handler interface.
Finally the designed handler should be added to the PC_HANDLER_LIST

in pchndlrs.cpp

file. Each entry in this list consists of a name, a function named PCH_PCHandlerName_New, and
a

type

for the

handler.

PCHANDLER_NewJune

PCH_PCHandlerName_New

macro.

is a

function

Type can be PCHTJmmediate,

PCHT_Circular_buf.
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Designing A New PIM
Designing a new PIM is slightly different than designing a PC Event Handler. First of all, C is
used instead of C++, so there are no classes. However, source code is designed in a way that is
very close to the internal C++ implementation. The second major difference is that the parameter
string is handled by the PC System Manager's script file reader module. This makes the design of
PIMs even easier. PIMs are defined in pim.c file, which is part of the DSP software source code.
Structure of a PIM is given below. Any of the functions can be omitted. However if there is a
PIM_PIMName_PL2

function, there should also be a PIM_PlMName_PLl function.

typedef struct
{
/* Variables that should keep their values between each iteration should
/* be defined in this region. Using global variables prevents the installation
/* of multiple instances of the PIM.
/* Initial values should be set by the initialization function.
} PIM_P/M/Vame_LD;
#define Ld ((PlM_PIMName_LD*) Local_data_void)
void PlM_PIMName_PLl

*/
*/
*/
*/

(float **Data_list, void *Local_data_void)

{
/*
/*
/*
/*

Variables local to one iteration of the PIM should be defined here.
These variables can also be defined in the local data area of the PEM.
However variables should not be defined as global variables, as this
will prevent the PIM from being re-entrant.

*/
*/
*/
*/

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Operations to be performed at each iteration should be placed here
Ld can be used as a pointer to the local data area variables, and Data[ ]
can be used as a list of pipes the PIM is connected to, i.e. a=Data[0]
can be used to read data on the first pipe, and DatafO] = b can be used
to write some data on the first pipe. Note that the index into Data is
not the pipe number, but the index of the pipe in the pipe list passed to
the PIM, i.e. index in the pipe list given in the script file. Each PIM has
its own list. Data is in fact an alias for a list of pointers to float. This
pointer list provides a way to avoid copying of data from/to pipes,
meanwhile, hiding from the PIMs which pipes they are connected to,

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
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/* so that the PIM designer may assume that the PIM is always connected
/* to the same pipes, and can use constant indexes into the Data list.

*/
*/

}

void PIM_PIMName_PL2 (float **Data_list, void *Local_data_void)
{
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

This function is used, only by the modules that span two SPN levels, and */
are a means of communication between the two levels. The same shared */
local memory area is passed to both PIM_PIMName_PLl and
*/
PIM_PIMName_PL2 functions. It is the programmers responsibility to */
maintain the integrity of the shared memory between the two functions. */
Except for being installed at a lower level on the SPN, this function has */
the same properties and structure as the PL1 function.

}

rtncode PIM_P/MName_Init ( int Num_work_chn, int Num_trns_chn,
long NumJLparam, long *Lparam,
long Num_Fparam, float *Fparam,
void *Local_data_void, float Freq)
{

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Check whether correct number of parameters is used. Otherwise return
R_PIM_Wrong_nof_j?arameters error code. Since variable number of
pipes, and long and float variables are allowed, it may not be necessary
to check the number of all of these different parameters; or it may be
necessary to check whether the number of parameters is in the range
that can be handled by the PIM.

/* Check whether parameter values are in the defined range, if any.

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/* Initialize variables in the local data area pointed by Ld. Most PIMs will */
/* need to initialize some variables depending on the values and numbers of */
/ * the parameters or the number of the pipes.
*/
/ * Either R_Success or an error code should be returned by this function.

*/

rtncode PIM_P/MiVame_Change ( long Num_Lparam, long *Lparam,
long Num_Fparam, float *Fparam,
void *Local_data_void)
{

/*
/*
/*
/*

This function is used for real-time parameter changes. Users can mark
any PIM in a script file, and then call its Change function for parameter
modifications. A warning is returned if the specified PIM does not have
a Change function.
100
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/* Check whether correct number of parameters is used. Otherwise return */
/* R_PIM_Wrong_nof_j?arameters error code. Since variable number of */
/* long and float variables are allowed, it may not be necessary to check
*/
/* the number of all of these different parameters; or it may be necessary
*/
/* to check whether the number of parameters is in the range that can
*/
/* be handled by the PIM.
*/
/* Check whether parameter values are in the defined range, if any.

*/

/* Modify variables in the local data area pointed by Ld as a function of
*/
/* previous values of the same or other local variables, and the parameters. */
/ * Either R_Success or an error code should be returned by this function.

*/

}

void PIM_P/MAfame_Reset (void *Local_data_void)
{
/*
/*
/*
/*

This function is called whenever a reset signal is received from the PC. */
A reset signal does not stop the operation of the SPN, so the PIM should*/
not uninstall itself, i.e. should keep memory buffers, etc. to continue
*/
normal operation.
*/

#undef Ld

After these functions are built, two lists must be updated. The first one is the
REGISTERED_PIM_LIST

on the DSP software. Any function name can be replaced with a

NULL operator in this list. If no local memory area is going to be used, the local/shared memory
size should be entered as zero. The second list to be updated is PIM_LIST on the PC side. The
name of the PIM should be entered in this fist at the same line as the REGISTERED_PIM_LIST.
Each PIM must have a unique name.
As an example, source code for a PIM that utilizes both PIM levels is given below. This PIM
detects the peak of a signal and writes the peak value to a channel at the second SPN level. Every
time the second level handler is called, the peak value is reset, and a new peak is measured. Note
that the peak detector included in the Standard PIM Library is more powerful than this simplified
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example. Characters that are bold in the following example indicate the skeleton of the PIM that is
generic to all PIMs.

typedef

struct

{
f l o a t Max;
} PIM_PEAK_DETECTOR_LD;
ttdefine

void

Ld

((PIM_PEAK_DETECTOR_LD

PIM_PEAK_DETECTOR_PLl(float

*)Local_data_void)

**Data_list, void

*Local_data_void)

{
i f ( D a t a [0] > Ld->Max) Ld->Max = Data[0];
}

void

PIM_PEAK_DETECTOR_PL2(float

**Data_list, void

*Local_data_void)

{
Data[0]

= sqrt(Ld->Max);

Ld->Max = 0;
}

r t n c o d e PIM_PEAK_DETECTOR_Init(int Num_work_chn, i n t Num_trns_chn,
l o n g Num_Lparam, l o n g *Lparam,
void

long Num_Fparam, f l o a t

* L o c a l _ d a t a _ v o i d , f l o a t Freq)

{
if(Num_work_chn!=1
|| Num_Lparam!=0

|| Num_trns_chn!=1
|| Num_Fparam!=0)

return(R_PIM_Wrong_num_parameters);
Ld->Max = 0;
return(R_Success);
}

#undef L d
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I M M Script Examples

This section includes several script file examples.

Echo
The following program samples analog input channel 1, and echoes the sampled data to analog
output channel 3.

B e g i n 1; 150000

. // Sample i n p u t channel 1 a t 150 KHz

AnalogOutput(1;

3; )

// Echo i n p u t t o output channel 3

End

Echo with gain
In the following example, a gain is applied to input before it is written to output channel.

B e g i n 1; 150000
Gain

// Sample i n p u t channel 1 a t 150 KHz

(1; ; 2.5)

AnalogOutput

(1; 3; )

// Apply a g a i n o f 2.5 t o i n p u t
// Echo output o f g a i n t o output channel 3

End

Echo with gain and filter
In order to see two PIMs in series, we will add a filter to the last example.

B e g i n 1; 150000

// Sample i n p u t channel 1 a t 150 KHz
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(1; ; 2.5)

IMM Script Examples

// Apply a g a i n o f 2.5 t o i n p u t

LowpassFilter(1;8;4000)

// F i l t e r

AnalogOutput

// W r i t e output o f f i l t e r

(1; 3; )

the i n p u t

signal
t o channel 3

End

Multiple input channels
Setup for two input channels is demonstrated in the following example. Same gain but different
filters are applied to each input.

B e g i n 1,2; 150000
Gain

// Sample i n p u t channel 1 and 2 a t 150 KHz

(1,2; ; 2.5)

// Apply a g a i n o f 2.5 t o both

LowpassFilter(1;8;4000)

// F i l t e r

the i n p u t

signal

H i g h p a s s F i l t e r ( 2 ; 8 ; 3 0 0 0 ) // F i l t e r

the i n p u t

signal

AnalogOutput(1,2;

inputs

3,2; ) // W r i t e output o f f i l t e r s t o chn 3 & 2

End

Second SPN Level
The use of a second SPN level is demonstrated in the following example.

B e g i n 1,2; 150000
Gain

// Sample i n p u t channel 1 and 2 a t 150 KHz

(1,2; ; 2.5)

// Apply a g a i n o f 2.5 t o both

inputs

L o w p a s s F i l t e r ( 1 ; 8 ; 4 000)

// F i l t e r

the input

signal

H i g h p a s s F i l t e r ( 2 ; 8 ; 3000)

// F i l t e r

the input

signal

PeakDetect(1,2

// W r i t e peak o f chn. 1 and 2 t o

-> 10;; )

// chn. 10 i n second l e v e l
SecondLevel

Timer 3 000

// F u n c t i o n s below t h i s l i n e w i l l r u n
// a t 3000 Hz

AnalogOutput(10;

3; )

// W r i t e d e t e c t e d peak t o output
// channel 3

End
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On-the-fly Parameter Change
The following example shows how to mark PIMs for on-the-fly parameter changes. The two gain
PIMs are marked as 1 and 3. Gain value of either PIMs can be changed in real-time by referencing
them as 1 and 3.

B e g i n 1,2; 5000

// Sample i n p u t channel 1 and 2 a t 5 KHz

Gain

(1;; 2.5) -> Mark 1

// Mark PIM as 1

Gain

(2;; 5)

// Mark PIM as 3

AnalogOutput

-> Mark 3
(1,2; 0,1; )

// Echo output o f g a i n t o output

chns.

End

For advanced features of script files such as saving data to disk, please see the section on
script language and standard PIM library. A sample setup for adaptive control is given in Section
2.9.
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